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Editorial Notes.

Two teachers have kindly furmnished us with
suggestive articles in ieply to Pica's request for
advice to aid in the suppression of " mumbling,"
or studying in an undertone by pupils. These
are crowded out of this issue, but will appear in

Hints and Helps Department of next number.

As we go to press the annual meeting of the
Provincial Association of Public and High
School Trustees is being held in the rooms of
the Public School Board, in this city. The pro-
gramme is an interesting one. It includes the
discussion of the questions of an optional Eng-
lish course in the High Schools, the abolition of
the December Entrance Examinations,the change
in examinations proposed by the High School
masters, and the non-exemption of school pro-
perty from municipal taxation.

" MAGISTER'S " letter, which will be found in
another column, should .àve appeared in last
issue of the JOURNAL, but was, by some over-
sight, omitted. While we do not agree with
"Magister's" reflections upon the motives of
those officers of the Department, whoever they
may be, who are specially responsible for the
obnoxious regulation, we think, as intimated
in last number, that there is certainly great force
in the criticisms which he and others have
levelled against the regulation itself.

A COMMITTEE of the Oxford teachers com.
puted that the literary selections prescribed to
be committed to memory by pupils preparing
for the next Entrance Examinations amounts to
nearly sixty pages. We have always been of
opinion that the increase in the amount of En-
trance Literature to be read was a-change in the
right direction. But sixty pages to be conned
by rote by young boys and girls wi'thin -the
course of a-few weeks or months, is a task that
may well make one stop and think. Est modus

in rebus.

WE should have invitedspecial attention to the
excellent paper on " The Teaching of History,"
by Mr. William Houston, M.A., in our last
number. This paper is followed in the present
issue of the JOURNAL by a very suggestive article

on the same subject by Mr. Thomas C. Robson,

of Minden. Mr. Robson's paper was read before

the Haliburton Teachers' Institute in September,
and was intended to serve the purpose, which it

does admirably, of an illustration of the manner

in which the inductive method advocated by

Mr. Houston may be applied in the ordinary
course of history .teaching in the Public
schools. Both papers will repay careful per-
usal

IT will be observed on reference to " Question
Drawer," that a large proportion of the questions
asked refer to matters of school law and Depart-
mental Regulations. It would, perhaps, be bet-
ter for teachers to send all such questions direct
to the Secretary of the Education Department,
as they would, no doubt, be promptly answered,
and the answer could be regarded as official and
authoritative. We say this from no unwilling.
ness to take the trouble necessary to procure
replies, but because the other method would
probably be more satisfactory on the whole.

FRIENDs of Victoria University will no. doubt
sincerely regret that the efforts to bring about a
peaceful settlement of the question between the
town council of Cobourg and, other plaintifs
and the Board of Regents, faàed, and made it
necessary for the case to go into Court. What-
ever decision may be given by the Court in the
first instance it is not at all likely that it will be
accepted by the losing party. An appeal will

be pretty sure to follow, and the matter will
thus be stili longer delayed. Meanwhile, it is
pleasing to learn from a recent address by Pro-
fessor Reynar, that the University is still pro-
gressing, that the attendance has not fallen off,
that the class lists are larger than ever, and that
"the College work was never in a better condi-
tion than it is to-day."

Is any teacher in the three lower forms spend-
ing time and energy in conjuring up arithmetical
problems for pupils ? If so, he is living below
his privilege; for the little work, " Practical
Problems in Arithmetic," gives 700 of- such
questions, all properly arranged, and all of a
character to interest the pupil as well as to save
the labor of the teacher. The price is only 25
cents and it will last forever. Another "labor-
saving" book is "One Hundred Lessons in
English Composition." It is described as mod-
ern, practical, methodical and thorough ; and
its work is properly graded for all the forms in
the Public Schools in which such work is done,
and for the junior forms of the High Schools.
It renders unnecessary any preparation of exer-
cises by the over-worked teacher, and furnishes
a practical and properly graded course for a full
year's work. Priée, only 25 cents. Send 50

cents to the Grip Printing and Publishing Co.,
and receive both of the above useful books post-
paid, by return mail.
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TtE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.
WE give in this number, by request, some effectually degrade the profession and drive out Educaional Tkough.specimens of the Professional Examination of it teachers of maturity and culture, than thePapers, set at the Training Institutes last De- acçeptance of such a scale of remuneration by CHILDREN are very much what their teachers

cember. 
many of its members. make them. I find plenty of deleterious and detest-able influences at work, but there are influences ofWE have received a letter subscribed f" A Ped." WHEN we commented briefly upon " Head- Jain se place bt ahr in uences ofThe writer has forgotten the old journalistic rule master's " complaint in our last number, touching pther; they are pot influences of teachers. Thewhich requires that the correspondent must fur- the inconvenience of the time at which the First influence of the elenentary teacher, so far as myobservation extends, is for good ; it belps morality

nish the Editor with his real name and address as A and B examinations are held, it did not occur and virtue. e do fot g ove the teacher too mucha condition of publication. For this and other to us that the dates referred to are fixed by the praise for this-the child in bis ands appeals to.reasons we have not published the letter, but one University, else we certainly should not have is conscience, is responsibility iss so dipp n
palpable. But tbe fact is none the less consoig

of its points, if correct, seems well taken. The said that there could be no great difficulty in and the fact is, believe, as I have stated -Mat-writer says, referring to the Junior Matriculation changing the time of the examination. We are "hew Arnold.
questions in History, published in last issue: still of the opinion that, as the examinations for ALL this talk about bad memores is mere non-The questions set in History are not based on certificates are taken mainly by teachers, to many people. Nearly every boy bas a fair remory forthe portions set apart for study. By the curri- of whom the difficulty of obtaining leave of things that he is interested in, be it the performancesculum of 1888 the course prescribed is William absence is a very serious one, it is important ?fhis favorite cricketers, or the content ofhi favorIII. to George III., both included. Now turn that those examinations should be held during that learners cannot resrnber wat they read, butto questions four, five, six and seven, and notice term. We cannot think that throwing up an that they never grasp the meanin of what teyare

yreading about. It is flot tbat they soon forget, say,
to what extent my observations are correct. engagement and taking a three months holida re apt of iso they ave been reading, butWhat is the benefit in issuing a limit of studies is so easy or practicable as " Another Head- that they never, even at the moment of shutting upif the poor student cannot depend on the cer- master " implies. At the same time we agree the book, had any clear imomen of s ut is utetainty of the course set apart being followed ?" with him that in other re4pects the present ar- understanding. The learner bas ot realzed watrangement is a good one, and that to go back to he bas been reading about.-Mainwaring Brown.

OUR thanks are due to Mr. R. W. Strannn 
huhan xeic oanblntreryal

OUR hank ar dueto r. R W.Stranonthe Departmental Examinations would be a retro- tohîTEbo and eaeriend of a lvnol natur crstaheni grade movement. Probably, in most cases, if lized and endowed with an earthly immortality. Itof Queen's College, Kingston, for lus communi the trustee boards had to choose between the is the touch of a vanished soul. It is a voice cornerati n, hic b wil b e o u n in n ot er c lur n, ack fro m t e u n seen w o rld . W o rd s a re im m o rta lremovng ourh isappehension aso ther cion' resignation of a good headmaster, and making because a soul lives in them. A good book is im-
o g theCouni of Queen as toin the mission arrangements to give him leave of absence to mortal because it is an incarnate soul In tbe

of tbe Council of Queen's touching the ission attend the examination, they would choose the presence of a great book I am in the presence of aHighiSchot anctn A. te Oar o he' latter. The statement made by "Anoter great nature. He is an artist ; and he lends me his

)f DrI) g n Mr . .P crgrt h atr h ttretmd y"Aohreyes with which to look into Nature and read bier
ligai School Section of t ae Ontario Teachers' Headmaster " in respect to the demand for mysteries. He is a poeti; and 1, to, an a poeh innssociation.rThe coution, anow reorte trained teachers of the grades in question, mus bis companionship, and endowed with his insight.

> trine teches ofthegraes n qustin, ustHe is a n'ovelist; and as 1 sit with bim my heart
o fulb, is thorougly courteous, and will, we bave be very stimulating to those ambitious of rising throbs wi h bis profound sympathies. He is an
o doubt, be accepted by those to whom it i e higher. 

historian, and I live in another epoch ; or a philo-ddressed in the spirit in whic it is offred, and 
sopher, and his broad horizon opens before me, andende an furherrefrenc totheaffar qiteI arn on the top of an exceeding high mountain,nnecsay. Inrr ýfat we ha une rodtt INSPEcTOR JOHNSON, in his address at the and all the kingdoms of Nature and all truth are inatisaory explanatons had lredyeen mae late meeting of the Teachers' Institute in Gan- a panorama before me.-LymanAbott.atis a ct r y e p la ati o s b d al e a d b e e m a e 

B Y s k n o w a s q u ic k ly w h e n a te a c h e r is u n n e rv e d
ndfaccepted, an hence were a little anoque, made certain explanations touching the as when a hall battery is dernoralized. There is no
nd accepted, and be te t o the surprised place and use of district certificates which Normal school science, no training school art, s

wat seem e o eg th to e the co ns r- sychological wisdom that is of any avail under such

t wat eemd t, b th toe o th Conci'sshould be borne carefully in mind by ail con- picsych s h eahrwopnsbsfiht
esolution. We regret that the condensed cerned. We quote his words as reported in the bis hlosopy in September is very apt to corne to
>port which we copied from the Whig~ sbould Gananoque journal: grieéf. Well-trajned teachers complain bitterly thatave led us to misconstrue, to some extent, the Gannqe frnal:they cannot get a good school at once, and pro-ature and spirit of the Council's action. ." In the first place, I would have you bear in tound t get a chool t on pomind that district certificates are granted solely get experience if no one wil let im ave aw chance

and wholly for the benefit of poor sections, and to try ?" If one lacks the nerve to hold the schoolthat it was never the intention of the Legislature in his hands, it is of no avail that he has a fine edu-
THE teachers of Oxford County raised two or to make such certificates legal qualifications to that one bas self-possession, He must also have

ree mpotan qustios a thir to akesuc cetifiate leal ualiicaion toation or a professional spirit. It is fot enoughree important questions at their Convention, teach in a section able to pay a regularly quali- training and professional zeal; but he must havewill be seen by the report of their proceed- fied teacher-that is, a teacher holding a pro- the power to stand before the scbool im perfectgs. The resolution passed almost unanimously, vincial certificate. It is also to be noticed that command of itnself and his class. In short, ec ta this certificate is, as its name implies, of inferior must fot get rattled Keep yourself well rh
iclass cetcates e dise o ntinued, is sup- geographical value; thus such a certificate leadership the first month, and the chances are
ird-class certificates be discontinued, is sup- granted by a Board of Examiners for tîîis you will rmain the master of the situation tilIrted by so many and so cogent reasons, that it county has no legal value in any other county. uly. coral of iduasr the s ituaona tilln hardly fail to command the serions attention The county Board of Examiners has full contro odH central aim in all the so-called "new meth-the Education Department. Youth and im- over such certificates, can limit them to such and understanding. The mental side of readng issections as are not able to pay wages sufficient placed before the oral expression. Great attentioseturity are no reproac a to their possessors, but to secure the services of a second or third class is given to the thougtseizing power of the mindy are serios disqualifications for te duties teacher. In this county such certificates are througb the eye, g tat thougts are seen on thed responsibilities of the teaching profession. limited by the county Board of Examiners to printed pages as wholes, Just as they are receivede may, we believe, say without fear of contra- sections having an assessed value of fot more t rted es as whoes "nter astione oecei hation, tat they constitute the most serious than $4o,ooo. The fairness of such a system s deivery." In short, sient reading is cuîtivatedft in, tat e orknof the Public Schools must be evident to every one. The district cer by every variety ofmeans until the pupil can rapidlY
feOt in the working of tificate is only for the section of low assessed scan the prunped page, and by a sort of alchemy Ofa of Ontario. It was stated in the course of value; whether the section contains many or mind, tell in bis own language wbat he bas gathered.
discussion that tbe large majority of the few children within school age bas nothing to Cn there be mental exercise better than this tOchers in. question work for less than $30 do with the question ; the only question to be give flexibility of thought and fluency of expression?cher annqumtian mn for less than $2. answered is, can the section pay a regularly And when we add to this kind of teacbing a soliciis fatfr fnua we n sup o eit must be, iel-qafedtchrIitantenheisrict tous care on the part of teachers regarding the kint

b pe anumandman forles thn $5o.qualified teacher ? If it can, then the disrc of reading wbicb the pupils choose to fll up theif
is fa c , fo r fa c t w e su p p o se it m u st b e , is e lo - c e rt fic a te d te a c h e r h a s n i h h r s a q a i e s r o r , 1 a u e a g o o k h s b e c
ent in favor of a change. . Nothing could more fied teacher." as no right there as a quali- 1eisrea hui the a coosork as been bOgun.--Samuel T. Dutton.
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TEACHING HISTORY.*
BY THOMAS C. ROBSON.

I WILL not dwell for one moment on the im-
portance of teaching history. All nature cries aloud
in this matter. Whichever way we turn we are
confronted with the records of the past. There is
no nation, however fallen, but bas a tradition of a
happier time ; there is no people, however glorious,
but can look back on a day of small things. The
wind that is blowing at all hours, and the water
that is running at our feet, are ever busy writing the
history of their own times for the future historian
and geologist.

The question which will engage our attention for
a few minutes will be " One Method of Teaching
History." I cannot call it a new method, for it is
as old as Joshua, and if I were preparing to preach
a sermon I might choose as my text the passage in
Joshua which says : " When your children ask their
fathers in time to come, saying, what mean ye by
these stones ? Then ye shall answer them that the
the waters of Jordan were cut off before the Ark of
the Covenant of the Lord " I thing we have in
these words the why and how of all history teach-
ing-the best of all reasons for teaching history,

joined to the best of all methods for doing so. We
are here commanded to draw our children's atten-
tion to certain facts at our own doors. Do we do
so ? Do we not rather draw their attention to some
far away, half mythical beings who lived, we know
not when, and who did, we know not what, until bis-
toury bas become a mere nurse's tale of names and
nothing else.

When thinking over this matter my mind natur-
ally went back to my own school days, and to the
methods then adopted in teaching history. One of
these methods was to allow the boys to ask and
answer questions. On one occasion a junior startled
the schooI with the very advanced question of
"Who were the three most important persons mn
English history ? If the question was startling, the
answer the boy had provided was even more so, for
it ran thus : " Robinson Crusoe, Sinbad the Sailor,
and the Duke of Wellington." A very strong objec-
tion to this answer was that two of the names men-
tioned were myths, but still there was a striving for
local and modern information in the " World's
Victor's Victor of Waterloo." That is many years
ago. The present generation may have fallen on
less evil days, and probably teach the history of
their own country, beginning at the Jerusalem of
their own homes. Do we do this ? We shall see.

When attending the Teachers' Convention at
Niagara-on-the-Lake-a convention of which I can-
not say too much in praise of its collective ability-
. formed one of a company who visited a neighbor-
Ing fort. Now, sir, however high the members of
that company may have ranked in their professional
capacity, our collective knowledge of that fort was
very small indeed. One of the company, the holder
of a first-class certificate, could tell us all about the
siege of Troy, of the wayward doings of Priam's
Youngest son, of Hector's mighty feats, and of that
Still greater hero, "sulky young Achilles," but of
La Salle, or Champlain, or Brock, or Simcoe-
never a word. I could not but recall the incident
Of Robinson Crusoe, Sinbad the Sailor, and the
Duke of Wellington. There was in this case, how-
ever, no modern local item. The gentleman's
history was all a myth. Can we mend this ? We
can try.

I have just spoken of " beginning at Jerusalem."
We all know who first used these words, and to
What He applied them, but we have not, perhaps,
all realized the principle contained in the injunc-
tion. In theology, in geography, and in history let
Us begin at home. We have already acknowledged
the prmnciple in teaching geography. We ask our
Pupils to draw a ground plan of the school room,
and give the points of the compass ; from that we
go to locate the roads, post offices, villages, town-
Ships, counties and provinces. Can this be done
With history ? and how ? Let me answer the ques-
tions by reading the questions, with the answers of
sonme of my own pupils. I 'must, however, intimate
that t have already instilled into my pupils' minds
the fact that we are far away from the great centres

A pper read ai Haliburton Teachers' Institute held at Mindenn1 the 28th of September, 1889.
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of business and civilization, and from the scenes of
those actions the records of which we call history.

The first great question that arises to my pupils
and myself is, How did we get here? I will now

quote from a home lesson with the answers supplied
by the pupil. Where were you born? "At Min-
den." Where was your father born ? "At Kings-
ton, Ontario." Where is your mother's birth-place ?
" Quebec." And where that of one of your grand-
fathers? " County Down, Ireland." Can you give
any reason why the birthplaces of the members of
your family are so far apart ? "My grandfather
emigrated from Ireland, settled first at Quebec,
then at Kingston, and father came out here and took
up a 'free grant."'

Here, then, is the coming of the Saxon and bis
gradual advance into the heart of the country. We
have in this illustration alone the text of the early
settlement of Ontario. I will quote once more from
the home lessons of my pupils: Where is your
post office ? " Boskung." What is the name of your
nearest neighbor ? " De Shene." Here is a text
for a lesson on the mixture of races. Ask your
pupils to account for such words as " Boskung," and
you open out a subject that should not be closed
until they have been made acquainted with the
Huron, the Algonquin, and the Iroquois races ; their
early homes, manner of living, wars, and final over-
throw. In like manner the name "De Shene"sug-
gests the story of the French and Saxon races, their
jealousies and conflicts, until the first chapter was
closed on the Heights of Abraham.

Dean Stanley found it convenient to teach geo-
graphy and history jointly. This is true of the
history of our own land. Having exhausted the
themes connected with your pupils, their homes
and surroundings, go a little further a-field and
mingle a little geography with your history. Ask
your pupils to account for such names as Sault Ste.
Marie, St. Joseph, etc., etc. It is impossible to
mention these places without recalling the struggles
of the early Jesuit fathers, with the more than
heathen darkness that surrounded them--a dark
chapter in the history of Ontario,yet dark though it
be, every child in our land should fairly understand
it.

There are other ways of interesting the children
in history. Take the surnames of the children in
your class, and I have no doubt you will be able to
" hark back " to England, Ireland, France, and
through them to the Angles, the Saxons, Celts, Nor-
mans and Norsemen.

You now are in a position to go a little further
from home. Ask your pupils what language do the
people of Nova Scotia speak, and then to mention
a few place-names of that province. Here is an
opportunity to tell the true story of Evangeline, the
conquest of Acadie, the intriguing of the Jesuits,
the long suffering of the English, the last feather on
the camel's back, the expulsion of the traitors, and
the misrepresentation of Longfellow. This latter is
undoubtedly more from want of thought than from
any desire to do violence to the character of the
English Government of Acadie at that time, a
government that was far removed from the slightest
suspicion of tyranny. We may do this: we may
try, with Parkman, to restore the character for up-
rightness which the English of Acadie have lost
through the misrepresentation of Longfellow, but
I am afraid that the pitiful story of the Acadian
Maiden will go down to posterity as good history.
The mind seems to cling to the Robinson Crusoes,
and Sinbads, and Evangetines of the imagination;
to the utter exclusion of the Brocks and the Ver-
cheres of solid truth.

The field of our history is widening. We have
to account for the French at Quebec. To do this
we may tell the story of the fishermen from Brittany
and Normandy. The name Brittany seems familiar
even to English ears. It is probable that the fisher-
men of Brittany were the first settlers of Cape
Breton ; but where did the ancestors of these Brit-
tany fishermen come from? From Cornwall, in
England. Thus the men of Brittany were origin-
ally good Englishmen, and the forefathers of some
Englishmen of to-day drew good Norman bows at
Hastings. It is possible that the people of Canada
are but one nation if they only knew it. Thus you
can trace history backwards from the effect to the
cause, and I care not how far you go back if you
only begin at home.

But you saythere areno thrilling incidents to relate;
the history of Ontario is flat and commonplace, and

the pupils fail to grasp what appears to be nothing
but a huge collection of the minutes of the last
meeting. You confess to a sneaking affection for
the Crusoes and Sinbads of ancient times. You
want a few Red Cross Knights and George-and-the-
Dragons flung in to make things interesting. From
your "little Zoar," of Ontario, you cast a longing
look on the Sodoms and Gomorrahs of medieval
times. Your heart's desire is for the Crusades, the
peasant wars, and the national jealousies that have
left to the Europe of to-day a legacy in the form of
millions of soldiers and a life-crushing debt. Young
children cannot have everything, but you have not
read history aright if you do not see Red Cross
Knights and St. Georges riding over bill and down
dale through the length and breadth of the land.
I would like to have told the story of the United
Empire Loyalists, who for the love they bore the
flag of dear Old England left well-settled homes in
the New England States to build in a ruder clime,
a nation that is not ashamed to be called the
daughter of liberty-loving England. I have not
come across a good authority on the subject. The
man who tells that story aright will more than
balance the Pilgrim Fathers with Evangeline to
boot.

But it is not over the United Empire Loyalists
alone that the genius of history bas thrown a halo
of romance. I have already spoken of the Jesuit
Fathers. I know nothing of the present race of
Jesuits, and t cannot recall the names of the martyrs
of the past, but that does not prevent my seeing
their painful wanderings through frost and snow ;
their marvellous courage in every conceivable form
of danger, fire and death. One poor fellow fell into
the hands of the Iroquois ; they tore cff bis hands
and sent him inland a prisoner. After suffering the
most unheard of cruelties he escaped to France,
and then, at the bidding of bis superior, he returned
to the Iroquois to gain a martyr's crown. Not
such a great distance from here, but nearer the
Georgian Bay, another poor fellow, in the midst of
fire, blessed bis murderers who were feasting from
flesh torn from the living limbs of their victim. Such
then was the form of Ontario's earliest Red Cross
Knights. Above ail stands the figure of Cham-
plain, a true son of the Roman Church, but no
Jesuit. He stands out the finest figure on the North
American continent.

I have thus sketched a method of teaching bis-
tory, that, beginning at the homes of the pupils,
explains each fact as they reach it, until the pupils
see themselves connected with the incidents of the
past. Such a revelation to any ordinary mind must
create a love of country and a desire to emulate the
heroes of the land.

Music De par/ment.

Att communications for is department may, until
further notice, be addressed to A. T. Cringan, 23
Avenue St., Toronto.

MUSIC.
EAR TRAINING.

IN our previous papers we have confined the
attention almost entirely to the reading of music,
but now an equally important subject remains to be
discussed, vi., the iAinking of music.

The importance of this factor of musical educa-
tion cannot be over-estimated. The act oflistening
with some definite object in view enables the pupil
to form a clear conception of the mental effect of
the tones of the scale, thereby cultivating the habit
of intelligent observation. The Tonic Sol-fasystem
of ear-training is based on the doctrine of " mental
effect " of tones in key, not on the effect of tones in
absolute pitch. One of the ablest of American
musical critics, in an article on the subject, says :-
" The current impression of the average American
writer on this subject, that the main feature of the
Tonic Sol-fa system is the simple notation, leaves
entirely out of the question two other elements,
which are, if possible, even more important. The
first of these elements is the method of instruction,
or of cultivating the ear, invented, systemized and
perfected by the Tonic Sol-fa teachers. They have
the only system of training the ear to a cognition of
musical impressions, according to their real nature,
possessed by any body of elementary teachers."

" Ear Exercises " are also valuable from the fact
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that they give certainty to the voice in reading those who know which tone is sung on a particular
music, as it invariably results that the pupil who number (any number may be taken equally with
listens well is certain to sing well. While the ad- four) will make its manual sign and cover it until
vantage of these exercises cannot be gainsaid, it is the çommand " hands out," is given. Ail will then
a matter of regret that of all subjects in the musical raise hands instantly without /ooking at the others.
curriculum this usually receives least attention. The teacher will then perceive at a glance how'
The reason is not far to seek. The majority of many have the correct answer. Much depends on
teachers consider the subject too difficult, and are the simultaneous indication of the manual-signs,
afraid of making mistakes while conducting the as if done slowly copying will certainly be the
exercises. Teachers of ordinary musical ability result. See Ear Cultivation, page 52.
may easily overcome this difficulty by the exercise
of a little care in the preparation of the lesson. Let
a few phrases suitable to the grade be memorized Primary Department.
until they can be vocalized with confidence and
certainty. Three or four such phrases will be suf-
ficient for the first attempt. When these have been HOW WE MAY CONDUCT OPENING
used successfully confidence will soon follow, and EXERCISES.
exercises containing greater difficulties may gradu-
ally be introduced. ARNOLD ALCOTT.

The simplest possible form of Analytical Ear "THou must be true thyself
Exercises is that in which the attention is directed If thou the truth would teach
towards a particular tone which has to be discovered Thy heart must overflow,
from a group of others. In conducting this form of If thou another's soul would'st reach."
exercise the teacher indicates the tone to be studied, While visiting one of the best roons in a Model
questions on its mental effect, then directs pupils to School at one time, I was deeply impressed with
listen while the teacher sings, and try to discover the earnestness of manner and devoutness of spirit
at which point the tone in question is sung. The shown by the children during these exercises.
numerals 1 2 3 4 may be written on the black-board These feelings were produced in the pupils by the
and pointed to while the tones are being sung. This teacher's influence, which was feit rather than seen.
will enable pupils to express a definite opinion as This reverential attitude should not cause surprise
to the location of the tone. The teacher, of course, it should not be a novelty. ' Nevertheless, let me
must sing all the tones to one syllable, laa beng ask," Is it by any means as general as it should
usually preferred. When mistakes are made correc- be ?" " How are we to get these youthful minds
tions should be made by the pupils themselves, in attuned properly to these exercises ?" Perhaps
response to questioning on the mental effect, as : the writer may be able to offer a few helpful sug
Was number three firin enough for doh ? etc. In gestions.
the following exercise no key is given, as the key The most advanced educators of to-day tell u
should be frequently changed in order that the rela- that one of the best methods, and, in fact, th
tion of the tones may be understood in any key. method of intelligently interesting our pupils, is b
Which is d? making them self-active.
a rn d m d a m a m d arn m SELF-ACTIVITY.

Which i sThis idea has not been promulgated within th
Whc last few years, but comes reverberating through th

d m d d d m i centuries. Even from Ratich, from Fröbel an
Il il i from Kant, we hear the golden axiom, " Learn t

Which is m? do by doing." Or, in the words of a noted frien
d mIld m d a lid a m di Im s d of the new education, we are told that in order t

il Il grow " we must "go right on working--grow."
Which is a But we have not caught the true spirit or th

d m d a, d dm d adgenius of this term " self-activity," which has rela
mddml å s stion, I believe, not merely to the worker, but ais

•lto the motor Power.
Which is d ? We have been content with keeping our pupil
dmada d' d d' s m ds dl m l busy, but hitherto sufficient attention has not bee

li Idirected towards the motives. In the past th
If the foregoing have been sufficiently practised teacher has been supplying the motives ; but i

no difficulty should be experienced with the form of this the most developing plan? We say decidedl
exerciseswhich follows. Thisconsists ofthe reverse that it is not. Now let us take a "right abot
of the preceding, viz., in listening to one number turn," begin a new règime, and direct our attentio
only and naming the tone to which it is sung. toward getting the children to be the motive agent
Pupils will be instructed to give attention to num- Then we shall have the grandest results ; becaus
ber while the-teacher sings to laa as before, while they will work from their own motives, which w
pointing to the numerals. Corrections should be of course, must direct in the right channels.

made as above by questioning on mental effects, as, Then, when in another decade, we meet on t-

Was that bright enough for soh, or firm enough for highway of life, " our boys and girls" whom w
doh? etc. A number ofexercises may lie given con- trained to get motives for themnseîves, and whom w
secutively and the answers written, and examined assisted to good habits, which have since becorn
at the close. Young pupils will be interested by automatic, do you not think that we will be rewar
having a bird drawn in place of number four, and ed on noting the sturdiness of manhood, and t
will readily tell which tone the bird sings. gentle, quiet refinement of these citizens of t

Which tone is sung on number four? land ?
Now for the Practical side of our subject.

FIRST STEP. First of all, I noticed that the teacher said " Go
Id a m dild a d mlm a s d d a m d'l morning " to her little friends, to which they r

11 11 1 1l sponded very nicely by saying, " Good mornin
Ims 4114 m dslmodal si dmd Miss Allen," and at the same time the boys salut

I Il lii i 1and the girls curtsied.
a dl m 1 si a du .min sd' mldsud1  Next, the girls wished "Good morning" to tl.i Il boys, and they gallantly responded.

You look surprised ! Why so ? Is there a
SECOND STEP. reason why these friendly greetings between t

Id a m r Im r a dilu t a d' lîd' td' a girls and the boys should not be exchanged ? M
Il l || thinks I hear some one say, " My class would

m r m d ti da ll r t d i m d r t so awkward. I'm sure they would laugh, and thI m rit would end in a failure." I grant you that it
S probable that success will not attend the fi

r a t, d jm s, r l m r  ' ti a, ti r efforts, but is that any reason why you should i
1 try, and " try, try again ?"I t dl ri dl t ru s asd' ri t* js rl ar m It is in these "baby classes" that true, pu

1 Il l i Il genuine, open-hearted friendliness should be dev
The manual-signs may be used to advantage in oped between the boys and girls. They should r

the above. Example :-Teacher intimates that realize that they are boys and girls, but should
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rfectly natural. Let us begin to inculcate this
>irit in the primary classes, and then we shall do
way with the nervousness and shyness, with the
ntimentality and conventionality which we ob-
rve in su many of the youth of to-day.
The next item was singing ; and a beautiful
orning hymn left its hallowing influence on the
ass.
Then the class chanted the Lord's Prayer.
And next came the Scripture verses. It is to
e manner in which these were arranged that I
ish to especially direct your attention. The verses
r the day bore always on one topic, such as
[onor, Love, Thanksgiving, etc. The subject was
ictated the previous day, and the pupils were told
hat they would be expected to take charge of the
ible verses the next morning. The teacher re-
uested her scholars to use their Bibles, or if too
mail to read them, it was suggested that mamma
r papa help them. The ncxt morning the teacher
aid, "I found a beautiful text on our subject
Love,' and I thought so much of it that I con-
itted it to memory. Let me tell it to you-

"' God so loved the world that He gave-"'
Then she asked those pupils who knew texts, and

eceived responses such as
"God is love."
"If ye love me keep my commandments."
"Love worketh no ill."
"Love one another."
Then the harmony which was so noticeable in all

he work, was still preserved, for the class sang the
ppropriate hymn, "Jesus Loves Me." Then again
ittle thought gems were blended in this work.

" What," you say, "do you commingle the religi-
us and the secular?" I answer, " Why not" ?
These gems bore on "Love," and we heard such

xpressions as-
" Flowers are lovely; love is flower-like," and so

in, even to the nursery rhyme-
"Why does the lamb love Mary so?"

* * * *

"O, Mary loves the lamb, you know."
In the higher classes the pupils were formed into

a committee which decided on the verses, and the
pupils conducted the exercises without the aid of
the teacher, for everyone knew just when bis turn
came, as this had been settled previously.

Also, as a variation, the pupils may write out the
verses at home on slips of paper and put them in
the " Letter-box," which I think we should all have
in our school-rooms. The teacher might have
these distributed before school opens.

There are many ways of varying this interesting
work.

Why interesting? Because the pupils do the
work, and because later on they are able to suggest
their own topics: that is, they have become the
steam engines supplymng the motor power, which
runs so smoothly and beautifully that intricate and
delicate machine known as the " School."

GEOGRAPHY.
RHODA LEE.

ONE of the first ideas we wish to develop in our
work of Geography, in the primary department, is
that of direction. This, in its development and ap-
plication, will prove to be an interesting part of the
work, and a very necessary part of the basis neces-
sary to the study of structural geography.

The subject of direction may be introduced in a
variety of ways. Anything in the form of a story
interests the little ones, and the more realistic and
vivid we can make the pictures, the better and
more lasting is the impression. One method of
introduction I employed was an adaptation of the
old story of Hans and Gretchen, who were lost in'
the woods. " They were forced to remain in the
forest all night, as they could not find the path, but
at last the grey light spread over the country, and
soon they saw a great bail of fire shining through
the talt trees that surrounded them." After relat-
ing this part of the story, the children were eager
to tell what the bail was, and were also able to
state out of which windows at home they saw it
rise. We also found out into which of our schoOl-
room windows it peeped in the morning, and thus
our first point of the compass was developed.

We followed Hans and his little sister in the
woods, and saw the sun rise higher and higher,
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until it began to go down again, and at last sank in
the west. We then talked about the cold winds
that blew from the north, chilling Gretchen so that
Hans wrapped his coat around her, and how the
little birds, wishi;g to escape these cold winds, flew.
to the south. These cardinal points should be de-
veloped slowly, by careful questioning, drawing as
much as possible- from the children. We might at
this stage speak of some of the advantages derived
from this knowledge of direction, relating some
interesting little stories of explorers and sailors,
and the dangers and shipwrecks they escaped.

We should at first confine our application of the
ideas of direction to the school-room, then we will
be able to take imaginary walks through the city
or country, and afterwards, with a little prepara-
tion, make the transition from the horizontal posi-
tion to the map.

There are so many expedients which may be
used in teaching direction, that it is positively dif-
ficult for me to choose, but my aim shall be to give
those which will suggest, and bring in their train
others of an instructive and attractive nature.

One of the simplest and first plans used is to ask
the children to point in thedifferentdirections. For
variety, you might have them stand and turn to-
wards the north, south, east or west, and, if your
school permits, walk, in a class or individually, to-
wards the points named. Then reversing this, you
may point, or walk about the room yourself, asking
the scholars to name the various directions.

WTe might also, as an oral or written exercise,
observe the objects on the different sides of the
room.

After considerable application of the principal
Points, we may proceed to the secondary, illus-
trating these by the corners of the room. Just
here I am reminded of those blessed institutions
known as geographical gaines, one of which we
Often have recourse to on Friday afternoons. We
call it " puss in the corner." A scholar is sent to
each corner of the room, and also one to each of
the four sides, "puss" standing in the centre of
the floor. The children are now known by the
names of the positions they occupy, and any two
are asked to change places. When any one makes
a rmistake, he takes the central position and " puss "
gets a corner. Frequent changes are made, so
that no one is left out. These games are good, as
their basis is action. We learn by doing, and our
aim should be in every subject to make our rooms,
as far as possible, active, animated workshops.
Let there be busy, active participation and doing,
in every lesson, for it is thus knowledge becomes a
part of ourselves, assimilated and lasting.

We might have a little post-office practice in
connection with direction, and this will add inci-
dentally some useful knowledge concerning weights
and rates of postage. Establish some make-be-
lieve offices on the north, south, east and west sides
of the room, and allow the scholars to carry the
letters to the different postmasters.

Buy a package of envelopes ; obtain a few blue
and yellow ones, if possible, for variety, and add
also to your supply one or two papers. Address
these, affixing some old stamps, and send off the
letters in the directions named. This plan, which
bas proved very successful, may be varied in a
number of ways.

We may now turn our attention to the streets,
asking :

1st. Which streets are east or north of the
school-house block?

2nd. Which streets run east and west or north
and soutb ?

3rd. In what direction does Main or King street
run ?

Another plan the children enjoy greatly is to
direct the teacher to their house, telling the exact
direction of each street or road. This we occa-
sionally vary by all going on an imaginary excur-
sion to some resort or place of interest near by.

We may now venture on a careful application of
the knowledge acquired to the map. Before at-
tempting this, however, you must be sure that the
children understand clearly that when we are stand-
ing with our right hand extended to the east andour
left towards the west, the north is directly in front
Of us and the south behind.

If necessary, let the scholars turn in their seats
So that they are in this position, holding the slates
directly in front of them. Then ask each child to
draw on bis slate a picture of the floor, marking on
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the sides the proper names. The idea of a picture
will of course have been developed before this.

Now the slates may be raised from the horizon-
tal position to the vertical. It is now found that
the right hand side is still east, the left west, but
the top is north and the bottom of the map south.
Drill on this, both on the slates and on the black-
board. We may now have lessons in direction on
the map, moving the pointer about to indicate
imaginary balloon and sea voyages, the class nam-
ing or indicating the directions.

A novel idea, and a new use for business cards
containing figures, was given to me not long ago by
one of our teachers. -The cards used were those
containing distinct pictures of people, horses, dogs,
and other animals. These were distributed among
the children, and the work was to discover in what
directions the figures were supposed to be moving.
This is specially helpful in the introduction to the
map.

Another device formed very great entertainment
for Friday afternoon, and might profitably be given
as home work. The teacher sketched lightly, upon
squares of .cardboard, the different points of the
compass, and the pupils sewed them with brightly-
colored wools, making a very pretty, while very
useful, effect;

Knowledge, as we have all proved by experience,
when applied in this way, will last, for,

" That which strikes the eye
Lives long upon the mind ; the faithful sight
Engraves the knowledge with a beam of light."
Think of the numberless ways in which we can

utilize this thought in geography. It is objective
teaching, and should abound in seeing and doing,
and then, and then only, should the idea be ex-
pressed.

Question Drawer.

1. SUPPOSING I have a daughter teaching and
holdinga Second Class Professionalcertificate. May
I, if I be trustee, and another trustee, all of the
same section, engage my daughter to teach in the
section for which I am trustee ? Is such lawful ?

2. Again,if the trustees of a section hire or engage
a teacher who, the said trustees know, is not liked
by the majority of the ratepayers, bas the section
for which they are trustees to accept this teacher?
Or has the said section power to refuse or object to
the engagement ?

3. May trustees be punished in any way for not
attending to their duty ?-A SUBSCRIBER.

[i. There is nothing in the law to k3rbid, though
such an arrangement might not look welL 2. The
trustees, duly elected, have the matter in their own
hands. The only resource of the ratepayers is to
elect men who will do what is reasonable and right.
3. The law provides that " if any person chosen as
trustee refuses to serve he shall forfeit the sum of
$5," and that any one so chosen who bas not refused
to serve, and who at any time refuses or neglects to
perform the duties of the position, " shall forfeit the
sum of $20, to be sued for and recovered before a
Justice of the Peace, by the trustees of the school
section or division, or by any person whatsover for
its use."]

I. IF a teacher has an honest suspicion that one
of bis pupils has a contagious disease, can bh pre-
vent the pupil and other members of the afflicted
family, on his own authority, from attending his
school?

2. If, in an agreement between trustees and
i d i L

bave found the word method useful when combined
in very moderate measure with the phonic, but if
required to choose one or the other, we should un-
hesitatingly choose the phonic. By the use of the
word method the pupils' knowledge of words is in-
creased by the addition of units, one at a time. By
the phonic method it is increased by a process akin
to arithmetical progression.]

AT the last annual school meeting in a certain
section the trustee who had served a term of three
years, and the one who had served a term of two
years, both claimed that their terms had expired,
and many present were in doubt as to which was
right, as the secretary's book did not show the mat-
ter properly. Finally, the trustee of only two years'
service said he was willing to resign, and a new
trustee was appointed to fill his place. Some weeks
after the meeting the trustee who had resigned
claimed that he was still trustee, as bis three years
had not expired, and since that time he bas been
doing the scbool business as before. Please make
plain which of these men is the legal trustee-the
one who is serving the four years term or the one
who resigned at the school meeting.-T. F. B.

[The School Act provides that each trustee regu-
larly elected shall continue in office for a given
number of years, " and until bis successor has been
elected." It provides also that "any trustee may
resign with the consent, expressed in writing, of
bis colleagues in office." As no trustee bas been
elected to take the place of the one whose term had
really expired, it seems clear that he is still in office,and the only question that remains is whether the
trustee who is said to have resigned, did legally do
so, in the manner above described. If so, he canbe no longer a trustee until re-elected, and the man
elected to succeed him is entitled to fll out bis (the
resigned trustee's) term of office. The case how.
ever, seems to need the Inspector's attention.']

Is it legal for the headmaster of a public school,
without consulting his inspector, to employ the
services of an .assistant teacher whose certificate
bas expired, he being responsible for the progress
of the school ?-A SUBSCRIBER.

[No. He bas no authority to employ an assistant
not legally certificated.]

1. WHAT and where is Aberbrothock?
2. What is the county town of Nipissing ?
3 Give the names of books on Euclid and

Algebra that are authorized.
4. Can the trustees of a country school compel a

teacher to teach pupils who have passed the En-
trance examnation ?-G. D.

[i and 2. Perhaps some teacher can answer.
3. Geometry: McKay's Elements of Euclid, Tod-
hunter's Euclid. Algebra: McLellan's Elements
of Algebra, Robertson & Birchard's High School
Algebra, Todhunter's Advanced Algebra. 4. The
trustees have power to say whether a fifth form
shall or shall not be taught, but it would ordinarily
be unreasonable and unwise to order fifth-form
work done, without providing an assistant teacher.]

WHAT is the reason that white frost dries the air
more than the heat of the sun ?-J. H. C.

[Assuming the resuit to be as stated, a ready ex-
planation is found in the facts that the heat of the
sun is continuaDly fillidg the atmosphere with mois-
ture as the resuit of the evaporation it causes from
land and water. The cold, which produces the
frost, not only checks evaporation but condenses
the vapors already suspended and precipitates
tbem.]

teacher, the foiowing ciause is contane : e
trustees and teacher may, at their option respec-
tively, terminate this engagement by giving notice PLEASE tell nie, through the columns of your
to the other of them at least three calendar months journal, where I would get perforated drawing
previously, and so as to terminate on the last day sheets; also a book of useful games for school
of a calendar month," is a notice given on the i 5th children.-(MIss) S. J. R.
day of September legal or valid ? [The latter, and perhaps the former also, could,

3. Which, in your opinion, -is the best method to no doubt, be had from W. J. Gage & Co., or the
use in teaching primary reading-the word method Map & Supply Co., of this city)
or the phonic method ?

[i. Yes, he not only can but is required to do so. I. WHAT was the population of the United States
It is also bis duty, however, to notify the medical in 1812 ?
health officer, or local board of health, on the forms 2. When is the " Public School Agriculture " ex-
provided for that purpose, in order that the case pected to be published ? -A TEACHER.
may be investigated. 2. It would be valid to take. [r. About nine millions. 2.Probably about the end
effect on the 31st December, not before. 3. We of the year.]
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Educational Meetings.

STORMONT TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.
THE regular meeting of this Institute was he

in the Public 'School building, Cornwall, Oct. 17and I8th, the President, Mr. McNaughton, I.P S
in the chair. There was a very full attendance
teachers, a circumstance that augured well for th
success of the meeting.

A feeling of profound regret prevailed in cons
quence of the absence of Dr. McLellan ; but soir
of the leading teachers stepped in and very profi
ably occupied the time that had been appropriate
to Dr. McLellan in the programme.

After preliminaries, Mr. Talbot, Principal
Cornwall Public School, gave a lecture on " Th
Art of Questioning." He divided the subject int
various divisions and subdivisions, using the blac
board to aid the memory of his listeners. It was
very practical treatment of the subject and th
teachers appreciated it highly.

An instructive lesson in Grammar was given b
Mr. Kyle, of the Cornwall Public School, to a clas
of boys and girls. By means of simple sentence
and skilful questions, the teacher led his class alon
until they could clearly distinguish the differen
voices of the verbs and define them.

The President referred in a very feeling manne
to the loss the teaching profession had sustained i
the death of Mr. W. H. Relyea, which had occur
red during the year; and a committee was ap
pointed to prepare a resolution of condolence to b
sent to the bereaved family.

A discussion of the Promotion Examinations an
how to make them more effective, and the appoint
ment of the various committees to deal with th
business of the Institute, closed the work of the firs
day.

SECOND DAY.

After the usual roll call, etc., Mr. Nugent, of th
Cornwall High School, gave a lesson in Percentag
to a class of children brought in for the occasion
The lesson itself was a fine specimen of genuin
teaching, the principles Qf the art exemplified in i
being applicable to the teaching of any subject.

Promotion Examinations again came up for con
sideration. Some conclusions were reached an
the remaining arrangements were left in the hand
of the Inspector and Messrs. Snyder and Shanks
Mr. Brown, I.P.S., from Dundas, gave an accoun
of methodofprocedure in that inspectorate, and MrVentresse, who bad aitended the Glengarry Insti
tute, reported as to the discussion on the sare sub
ject there.

A paper on Discipline was read by Mr. John
Stone, Principal of Cornwall High School. The
artile was an elaborate presentation of all thebeautiful tceorties which, if practised by the teacherwould certainly make success in maintaining ordera certainty. No synopsis of the lecture could do iljustice.

The next was a unique production on the subject
of Education by Mr. Bisset, of the Cornwall Public
School. Some startling suggestions were made by
Mr. Bisset, and so plausibly presented that the
teachers passed a resolution requesting him to
allow his article to be published in the local
papers,that they might have an opportunity to give
it the consideration it deserved.

The questions from the question drawer were
answered and commented on by Messrs. Nugent,Johnstone, Keating and Ventresse, respectively.
This part of the programme proved to be of especial
profit, as the questions were numerous and perti-
nent, and the answers very full and satisfactory.

A paper on "The Teacher's Profession," was
read by Mrs. Bigelow, of Aultsville. There were
several points of much importance to the profession
made in this article, but lack of time prevented the
discussion which should have followed.

The teaching of History in the Public Schools was
next treated by Mr. Talbot. Mr. Talbot's methods
coutd not but commend themselves to every teacher,
and the clear, concise way in which the whole mat-
ter was presented could not but be helpful to those
engaged in the work

The reports of the various committees were dealt
with. The officers elect for the ensuing year are :
Mr. McNaugton, I.P.S., President; Miss Mc-
Donald, Vice-Pres.; Geo. Bigelow, Sec.-Treas.;
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Jnd Messrs. Keating, Nugent, Bisset, Shanks and operation in his efforts to improve the standing ofaohnstone, Committee of Management. our schools, and especially that we shall endeavor- The following resolution was passed at the recent to carry out the regulations relating to the moremeeting of the Stormont Teachers' Institute : efficient teaching of the English language in ourWhereas it has pleased the Omnipotent Being schools."
Id in His intinite wisdom to remove, by the hand of [The above should have appeared in a previous
th death, one of our oldest and most faithful teachers issue, but has been crowded out till now.-ED.]in the person of W. H. Relyea, the loss of whose
of congenial presence from our annual gathering we
e fhel deeply to deplore ; be it therefore Resolved OXFORD TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.that the members of the Stormont Teachers' Insti-
e- tute tender to the bereaved widow their heartfelt THE semi-annual convention of the teachers of
e sympathy in her sad bereavement." Oxford county was held at Ingersoll, on the 24thAfter the usual complimentary votes the teachers and 25th ult. Mr. J. D. Hogarth, of Norwich, pre-
d separated, feeling that they had enjoyed a very sided. About one hundred were present at the

pleasant as well as profitable time throughout. opening.
of Principal McDiarmid drew attention to the rapid

increase in the amount of entrance literature ande memory selections, and moved, seconded by Mr.o THE FRENCH SCHOOLS. Beattie, that Messrs. Carlyle, Briden, Garvin, E. S.OFFICIAL REPORT 0F THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE Hogarth and McDiarmid be a committee to frame
e MFICIALEORTIN THE PTAENT a resolution bearing on the subject, and to submite MEETING HELD AT PLANTAGENET. the same for the consideration of the Convention.IMMEDIATELY on the receipt of the report of the Messrs. Briden and J. D_ Hogarth, delegates toY Commissioners on French schools, in which it was the late Provincial Association of Teachers, sub-S recommended that a Teachers' Institute should be mitted acceptable reports.g beld for the improvement ofthe teachers engaged in Inspector Carlyle then exemplified his method ofg bi-lingual schools, arrangements were made through teaching Literature to a third class. He displayedt the Education Department with the Inspectors of a thorough grasp of the Socratic method of devel-Prescott and Russell for the holding of an Institute oping the mind. By judicious questioning and ap-r at Plantagenet, in the centre of the district more propriate illustrations the pupils were led to thinkn immediately to be benefited. out for themselves the author's meaning and toThe details for conducting the Institute were develop a literary insight otherwise unattainable.carried out very satisfactorily by Inspectors Sum- In some remarks to the audience Mr. Carlyle em-e merby and Dufort, and as the result of the interest phasized the following points: (a) Pupils shouldtaken in this matter, out of fifty-three teachers have an opportunity to prepare the lesson before it- employed at the time the Institute was held there is taken up in the class. (b) Let the skeleton ofe were forty-eight present. Some teachers came from the lesson be first constructed and grasped. Ine forty to seventy miles, and continued during the other words, the leading thought of the selectiont four days of the session. The greatest mnterest was must be first apprehended, and then the literarymanifested throughout, not only by the teachers subjects of the paragraphs. (c) Sentences, clausespresent, but by the residents of the neighborhood. and phrases should then succeed one another. (d)e Several trustees from adjoining sections showed Isolated words should never be taught. (e) Pupilse their interest by attending some of the sessions. must be induced to think vigorously. In no otherThe proceedings were opened on Tuesday morn- way can théy gain independence of thought.e ing, ist October, by an address from Mr. J. J. The above remarks will also appty to the lessont Tilley, Inspector of Model Schools. Mr. Tilley also in Fourth Book Literature taught on Friday by thetook up during the sessions of the Institute the best Inspector- method of teaching English to elementary classes, Illness prevented Professor Wolverton from beingd and reading illustrated by class teaching. Mr. present to read his paper on Manual Training, buts Tilley delivered in all eight lectures. Mr. Scott, it was read by Principal Huston, of the Woodstock. B.A., mathematical master of the Ottawa Normal Baptist College. The following is a synopsis:At School, took up the principles of education and the manual training school is not a playground, norteaching of elementary arithmetic, and delivered manufactory, nor place to learn a trade in. In itsfour lectures. Mr. McGuirk delivered three lectures management financial profit is left out of considera-- on drawing, and how to teach it in Public Schools. tion. Mechanical principles are embodied in theMr. Summerby, Inspector of Public Schools, dis- concrete. The great function of manual training is- cussed discipline, school management, and desk to train the boy to observe, to compare, to judge.work for junior pupils. Dr. Dufort, Inspector of The departplent is a workshop wherein we cal toFrench schools, took up French reading, composi- our aid tools, machinery and material. What thetion, and how to keep registers and prepare depart- observatory is to the astronomer, the laboratory tomental reports. the chemist, fields to the botanist and mines to theSeveral teachers took part in the discussions, and mineralogist, that the workshop is to our studentsshowed their interest and appreciation of the lec- in manual training. Manual training is of greattures, as well as their knowledge of English, by their value in developing mental power. Drawing formsintelligent questioning. Full notes were taken by the foundation of this work. The idea must flrstail the teacbers. be expressed by pencil on paper. The instructorThe Minister of Education supplied each teacher here exercises judicious criticism. Then the ideawith a copy of the bi-lingual primer, and the best is exactty reproduced in wood or other mateeial.method of teaching it was explained by the Inspec- In answer to questions Mr. Huston said theretor. The following resolution was unanimously was a danger now-a days of the teacher doing toopassed at the close of the session:- much for bis pupils. Naturat science and manualMoved by T. Stewart, seconded by L. Parent, training teach boys and girls to rely upon themn-that the following resolution drafted by the com- selves. He believed with Herbert Spencer that inmittee be adopted, and that a copy of it be sent to the choice of subjects practical utility as weIl asthe Hon. Minister of Education :--" That the thanks value as a means of mental development should beof the teachers present are due to and are hereby considered. The subject that embodied bothtendered to Messrs. Tilley, Scott, McGuirk, and our should have the preference. The manial educatorInspectors, Messrs. Summerby and Dufort, for the must be a teacher In the opinion of many citiesthoroughly practical course of lectures that they and towns in the United States, and in bis, manualhave delivered during the past four days ; and we training had come to stay. With the increaseddesire to convey to the Hon. Mr. Ross our appre- demand would come the required teachers. Profciation of the interest he is taking in the educational Wolverton was of the opinion that only primaryaffairs of these counties :-. In appointing a com- work would be suitable to our public schools.mission of enquiry, that the people of Ontario might He would not advise public schools to use steamhave an authoritative exposition of the true state of or water power. After explaining a four years'affairs in our schools ; 2. In affording such valuable graded course, Mr. Huston closed by extending aaid at this Institute for French teachers ; 3. In tak- cordial invitation to the Association to convene foring measures for the establishment of a training one day during the Easter meeting at the College,school wherein our teachers may obtain a profes- where could be seen in active operation in the con-sional education similar to that given to the other crete what Prof. Wolverton had expressed on paper.teachers of the province. We also desire to assure Mr. A. D. Griffin, Woodstock, believed that muchthe Hon. Minister that he shall have our hearty co- manual training could be given in our public schools



without much expenditure. He directed the atten-
tion of the teachers to several articles which had
appeared in the Century magazine, and which illus-
trated this fact.

A public meeting with an interesting programme
Of exercises was held in the evening, at which Dr.
O'Hagan's recitals, in particular, elicited hearty
approval.

FRIDAY-FORENOON SESSION.

Mr. J. Edgington drilled a class in Arithmetic.
His method commended itself to the judgment of
the teachers. By judicious questioning he drew
from the pupils perfect explanations of every step
I the solutions, and prevented the interest from
flagging.

Calisthenics was the next subject by W. Briden,
B.A., Principal of Ingersoll Collegiate Institute.
The word calisthenics came from two Greek words
Meaning beauty and strength. Hence calisthenic
exercises were intended to produce beauty of form
and strength of bone and muscle. In the school-
room they were invaluable, as they (a) prevented
drowsiness ; (b) gave rest to the mind ; (c) were a
valuable disciplinary aid ; (d) taught obedience;
(e) gave opportunities for ventilating rooms ; (f)
promoted attention, and hence education ; (g) pre-
vented deformities of spine or other bodily organs.
The speaker contended that the best development,
moral, physical and intellectual, could not be se-
cured unless the physical conditions were favorable.

Inspector Carlyle followed with a lesson in
Fourth Book Literature. As the pupils were bright
and answered the questions readily, the lesson was
e Most interesting one. '

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Moved by J. W. Garvin, seconded by H. W. Mc-
Diarmid, that-
. ",Whereas the majority of the 'teachers-in-train-ing now in attendance at our Provincial Model
Schools possess non-professional ist or 2nd class
certificates, and

" Whereas those who have non-professional third
class certificates are, -as a ruie, not older than sev-
enteen or eighteen years of age, and hence, neces-
sarily immature in thought and character,
"N" Resolved, that in the opinion of this Convention
it would be in the interest of the pupils of our pub-
lic schools if non-professional certificates were no
longer issued as a basis of qualification for entrance
upon professional training ; and

" Reso/vedfurther, that a copy of this resolution
be forwarded to the Education Department."

Both mover and seconder ably supported the
ilotion. The following arguments were empha-
Sized : (a) The immaturity of thought and character
referred to cast no reflection on such youthful
teachers. (b) Nearly three-fourths of the public
school teachers in Ontario to-day are teaching on
third class certificates, and are under twenty-one
Years of age. (c) Because of their youth they are
willing to work for very low salaries -the large
majority working for less than $3oo each per an-
num, and many for less than $250. (d) Result-
The mature, experienced and cultured teachers aredriven from the profession, while the young, inex-
penienced and immature take their places. (e) Many
of those, through the opportunity given them, make
it a stepping-stone to other professions. (f) That
Our profession is, in consequence, degraded in the
Public estimation, is evidenced by the status of
teachers in society. (g) Imitation being a funda-
Mental law of human nature, the influence for harmi
Of such youthful, uncultured teachers can scarcely
be estimated.

When submitted to the meeting the resolution
vas carried almost unanimously-but two opposing

it.
The committee appointed- te draft a resolution

relative to the increase in Entrance Literature and
Memory Selections, reported as foIlows

f Mr. President--Your committee on the subjectEntrance Literature prescribed by the Depart-
'ent of Public Schools, beg to report that :

" First, the amount of literature bas steadily in-
creased from nine lessons to eighteen for June,
1890. The latter amount is excessive and necessi'
tates devoting undue time to 'the subject or super-
ficiai preparation.

"Second, twenty-seven extracts are to be mem-
orized, covering six pages ; those to be committed"
cover nineteen pages; and also passages of beauty
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from all the literature selections are to be memor-
ized, making nearly sixty pages to be committed to
memory. The amount of memoriter work we re-
gard as excessive.

" Third, your committee would also suggest that
more appropriate selections could be made for
memorizing than several of those prescribed in the
present list.

" (Signed) WM. CARLYLE,
" Chairman."

The report was adopted and a resolution passed
to the effect that copies thereof be sent to the Min-
ister of Education and to the secretaries of the other
Institutes throughout the Province.

KINDERGARTEN.

The convention was now entertained by a charm-
ing little class of kindergarteners, under the direc.
tion of Miss Bedwin. With splints they constructed
squares, oblongs, spades, houses, pumps, etc., with
much rapidity and accuracy, notwithstanding that
it was a new lesson. In answer to questions Miss
Bedwin stated : (a) That $75 would equip a mom
suitable for Kindergarten purposes, and $4oo en-
gage a teacher who could superintend the training
of fifty pupils. (b) That she would not accept chil-
dren under four years of age, but thought that they
could remain with advantage until eight years old.
(c) That Kindergarten principles and methods pro-
moted obedience through self-activity and the sym-
metricai development of the soul's moral, physical
and intellectual powers. (d) That the thing was
ever taught before the sign, the concrete before the
abstract, and the constructive and creative imagi-
nation cultivated.

Reading to an advanced class by J. Fletcher.
Before taking up the lesson Mr. Fletcher laid down
the following principles : (a) In teaching reading
always have a definite aim in view, viz., to get from
the pupils the author's thought and feeling. (b)
These should be expressed by voice and action. (c)
Errors in pronunciation of unaccented syllables and
indistinct utterance of final consonants, should be
incidentally corrected. (d) Mechanical reading
must be guarded against. (e) Fluency can be ac-
quired only by practice ; hence pupils should be
encouraged to read aloud at home. (f) " One thing
at a time" applies to teaching reading. Emphasis,
pause, force, pitch, quality of voice, etc., should be
taught separately. Mr. Fletcher then took charge
of the class and proved himself a successful teacher.

Mr. Lennox read an able paper on Zoology, of
which no synopsis is given in the report sent us.

For Friday 4fternoon.

THE ELEPHANT WHO HAD A GOOD
MEMORY.

FOR REPRODUCTION.

SOME boys went to look at caged animals one day,
and among the number was an elephant. They
gave the elephant candy, apples, etc., and quickly
be would take them in his long trunk and carry
them to his mouth. Charlie Peters thought it
would be fine sport to give the elephant an -jpple
core filled with tobacco. The elephant took ît to
his mouth, and soon began to howl with rage and
pain. Five years after that Charlie Peters went
again to look at some caged animals. While look-
ing at the elephants one of them raised his trunk
and hit the boy, breaking his arm. The boy did
not know it was the elephant to whom be had given
the apple core filled with tobacco, but the elephant
remembered the boy.

THE PRICE OF A DRINK.
JOSEPHINE POLLARD.

"FIVE cents a gIass ! " Does any one think
That is really the price of a drink ?
" Five cents a glass," I hear you say,
" Why, that isn't very much to pay."
Ah, no, indeed ! 'tis a very smail sum
You are passing over 'twixt finger and thumb;
And, if that were ail that you gave away.
It wouldnt be very much to pay.
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The price of a drink? Let him decide
Who has lost his courage and lost his pride.
And lies a groveling heap of clay,
Not far removed from a beast to-day.

The price of a drink ? Let that one tell
Who sleeps to-night in a murderer's cell,
And feels within him the fires of hell.
Honor and virtue, love and truth,
Ali the glory aud pride of youth,
Hopes of manhood and wreath of fame,
High endeavor and noble aim-
These are the treasures thrown away
As the price of a drink from day to day.

" Five cents a glass ?" How Satan laughed
As over the bar the young man quaffed
The beaded liquor ; for the demon knew
The terrible work that drink would do
And, ere the morning, the victim lay
With his life-blood swiftly ebbing away;
And that was the price he paid, alas !
For the pleasure of taking a social glass.

The price of a drink ? If you want to know
What some are willing to pay for it, go
Through the wretched tenement over there,
With dingy window and broken stair,
Where foui disease like a vampire crawls
With outstretched wings o'er the mouldy walls.
There poverty dwells with ber hungry brood,
Wild-eyed as demons for lack of food ;
There shame, in a corner, crouches low;
There violence deals its cruel blow;
And innocent ones are thus accursed
To pay the price of another's thirst.

"Five cents a glass !" Oh, if that were all,
The sacrifice would, indeed, be small I
But the money's worth is the least amount
We pay; and, whoever will keep account,
Will learn the terrible waste and blight
That follows the ruinous appetite.
" Five cents a glass 1" Does any one thi nk
That that is really the price of a drink?

LOOK FORWARD.

'TIS the part of a coward to brood
O'er the past that is withered and dead;

What though the heart's roses are ashes and dust
What though the heart's music be fled!
Still shine the grand heavens o'erhead,

When the voice of an angel thrills clear on the
soul,

"Gird about thee thine armor, press on to the
goal!"

If the faults or the crimes of thy youth
Are a burden too heavy to bear,

What hope can rebloom on the desolate waste
Of a jealous and craven despair ?
Down, down with the fetters of fear!

In the strength of thy valor and manhood arise
With the faith that illumes and the will that defies.

"Too late!" Through God's infinite world,
From His throne to life's nethermost fires-

"Too late ! " is a phantoin that flies at the dawn
Of the soul that repents and aspires.
If pure thou hast made thy desires,

Theres no height th strong wings of immortail
may gain

Which in striving to reach thou shalt strive for in
vain.

Then up to the contest with fate,
Unbound by the past which is dead 1

What though the heart's roses are ashes and dust
What though the heart's music be fled!
Still shine the fair heavens o'erhead ;

And sublime as the angel who rules in the sun,Beams the promise of peace when the conflict is
won!

-By the late Paul H. Heyne.

WORK for the good that is nighest;
Dream not of greatness afar;
That glory is ever the highest
Which shnes upon men as they are.

-Pursson.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE direct attention to the announcement of the

merits of the " Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is
our intention to handle this Dictionary in connection
with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding,
and the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for
05.50, plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are
paid in advance may deduct the amount they *paid for
one year, send the balance, and have the book at once.
This gives the party the JOURNAL for .oo.

TEACIIERS' CONVENTIONS-NOVEMBER.

Peterborough (Town and County), at Norwood,
November 14 th and 15 th.

North Simcoe, November 14 th and 15th.
An entertainment, musical and literary. will be held

in each case, on the evening of the first day.

Will Secretaries of Associations, or Public School
Inspectors, have the kindness to forward us programmes
of their meetings, for announcement as above. Also,
will Secretaries please send an epitome of the more
important business transacted, for publication in the
JOURNAL.

Editorial.

TORONTO, NOVEMBER 15, 1889.

GERMAN SCHOOLS IN ONTARIO.

THE Commissioners appointed some time ago
to report specially on the state of the schools in
the French and German districts of the Province,
have followed up their report of a few weeks since
on the French schools, with a second report
dealing with the German schools in Waterloo,
Perth and Bruce counties. The following facts
culled from the report will be of interest to our
readers :-

" The schools in question are found in dis-
tricts that were settled many years ago by
Germans, and that are still occupied almost
exclusively by people of that nationality. The
original settlers came, some of them from Europe,
and others from German settlements in the
United States. The Commissioners say-When
schools were first established, the children being
unable to speak English, teachers familiar with
the German language were engaged, and Gernan
text-books were introduced into the schools. In
the year 1851, when official recognition was
given to French schools in the regulations then
issued by the Council of Public Instruction, the
German language also was officially recognized,
and a knowledge of German grammar on the
part of the teachers was allowed to be substituted
for English grammar. Klotz's German grammar
was authorized. For a number of years many
of these schools were conducted entirely in the
German language. As the surrounding district
became occupied by English-speaking people,
the German language gradually gave way to the
English, so that now the schools, though attended
by German children, and making some use of
German, are practically English schools, and
the German language is no longer used as the
medium of instruction in any of them, except so
far as may be necessary to give explanation to
those pupils who, on coming to school, know but
little English. In the. districts visited, the popu-
lation continues almost wholly German, but the
people can generally speak English. Their
children, therefore, on entering school, though
speaking German at home, have in almost all
cases some familiarity with the English language,
so that they can be taught by English-speaking
teachers. While the German people recognize
the necessity of having their children learn
English, many of them desire that some instruc-
tion in the German language shall also be given."

All the teachers in these schools, with two or
three exceptions, have regular certificates. The
only German text-books in use are German
Readers and Klotz's Grammar. These books
are not authorized. The authorized English
text-books are used in all the schools. It is
usually left to the parents to decide whether
their children shall learn German or not. Of
the 2,412 German children on the roll in the
schools visited, only 602 were learning German,
and of the 483 English children only 56 were
learning German. The time given to the teach-
ing of German averages 4ý'3 hours per week, or
52 minutes per day. The teaching of German
consists almost entirely of reading and writing,
with some translation. German grammar is
taught in only four schools. All the subjects on
the Public School programme are taught in the
English language, and German is taught in every
case as a separate subject. In a majority of the
schools the pupils take German in the 2nd, 3rd
and 4 th classes only. In four schools the pupils
begin in the lowest class. The German pupils
who were learning German were quite as well
advanced in their studies as those who were not
learning German. The learning of German does
not seem to have interfered with the progress of
the pupils in English or in other subjects.
Religious instruction from the Roman Catholic
Catechism is giv. n during school hours in four
schools. Further religious instruction is also
necessarily involved in the use of the German
readers mentioned above, which contain religi-
ous teaching. In the other schools there are no
religious exercises beyond what are allowed in the
regulations.

The Commissioners do not deem it necessary
to recommend any special measures for provid-
ing teachers for these schools, because a suffi-
cient supply of duly qualified teachers who can
either speak German, or who are somewhat:
familiar with that language, can readily be ob-
tained. As only a small proportion-about
one-fourth-of the German children learn Ger-
man in the schools, and as a large majority of
these on coming to school understand simple
English sentences, they do not think it necessary
to recommend any special provision, such as a
bi-lingual series of readers, to facilitate element-
ary instruction in English. They do, however,
recommend that a series of German readers be
authorized for use in these schools, that the use
of all other German readers be discontinued,
and that the attention of trustees and teachers of
those schools in which the regulations governing
religious exercises are not observed, be called
at once to the provisions of the law governing
the same.

SOME PEDAGOGICAL HINTS.
SOME one has said that very much of the value

of an opinion depends upon whether or not there
is a man behind it. The remark is worth re-
membering by the teacher who is every day
called upon to pronounce decisions upon mat.
ters in dispute, theoretical and practical. An
excellent rule is never, if it can be avoided, to

express an opinion which bas not been carefully
considered, or to pronounce a decision which
there is not both power and determination to
enforce. Let the pupils feel that their teacher
is one whose words are weighty, and who can
give a reason for them, and one who makes laws
and enforces them carefully, deliberately, and
conscientiously. We have known teachers who,
in their desire to appear ever-ready oracles,
would give hasty, ill considered answers to ques-
tions, only to be chagrined by afterwards dis-
covering that their guess was wrong, and by
suspecting that some of their bright pupils had
discovered the same fact. Many teachers, too,
are constantly uttering hasty threats, which they
afterwards find they cannot, or must not, carry
out. Others, again, are every day announcing
new regulations, or prohibitions, three-fourths of
which are either forgotten or found impractica-
ble before a week bas passed. There is no
force in the school-room like that of character in
the teacher ; but the character must be real,
genuine, and such can be formed only by patient
thought, and powerful self-control. Learn to
think clearly, to speak carefully and wisely, and
to act calmly, and you will be astonislied to find
how much deference will be paid to your opin-
ions and wishes, in school and out.

The wise teacher never guesses at truth. It
has been truly said that children and fools may
easily ask questions which sages cannot answer.
Yet just hiere rises a form of temptation to which
the young teacher is specially exposed. Some
bright pupil puts a question in history or science,
or it may be in grammar or arithmetic, which
the teacher is unable, on the spur of the moment,
to answer. The danger is that, through fear of
losing the respect and confidence of the school,
whose eyes and ears are open, a guess is made,
and announced as a matter of knowledge. In
fact, we think we have heard young teachers
sagely advised never to appear not to know what
answer to give in such a case. The supposition
is that a confession of ignorance will lower the
standing of the teacher in the eyes of the school.
Even were it necessarily so, this would surely
be better than the virtual falsehood which is
perpetrated when one pretends to know what he,
in reality, does not know. But the danger is
purely imaginary. Children soon learn that not
even parents or teachers know everything. A
frank admission of present ignorance will oftenl
increase the respect of pupils for the character
of their teacher. It is an object lesson in can-
dour and truthfulness. If, in addition, the
teacher never fails, when possible, to find out
and give the correct answer another day, another
valuable lesson is imparted in regard to the true
way of acquiring knowledge.

One of the best tests of the discipline of a
school is the extent to which the public senti-
ment of the pupils supports the teacher. In
schools, as in larger and older communities,
public opinion is the most potent force 011
the side of good government. Under the old
regime, with which many of us were familiar in
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Our school-days, the triumph of order, or dis-
order, was too often dependent upon the out-
come of a perpetual contest between absolute
authority, as represented by the teacher, and the
spirit of resistance to what was regarded as
tyranny, in the school. Under such conditions,
the position of the unhappy master was truly that
of one " against a host," and it was little wonder
that he soon lost all sympathy, if he ever had
any, with childhood, and yielded most of his
school hours to the domination of ill-temper and
caprice, thus making it easy for the boding
tremblers to trace, too often, " the day's disasters
in the morning's face." To many not past mid-
dle age there are few things more vivid, or more
pathetic, in the memories of boyhood than the
recollection of the anxiety with which they used,
every morning and afternoon, to scan the mas-
ter's countenance, as he entered the school room,
in order to discover whether be was in good or
bad temper. We wonder if tliese old pictures
have still their counterparts in any Ontario
schools to-day. Both teacher and pupils are to
be pitied in such a case.

It is to be hoped that a very different state of
affairs is the rule to-day. A more excellent way
has been found. The true teacher has learned
to rely upon the sympathy and co-operation of
the great body of his pupils. He has learned
that confidence, to be genuine, must be mutual.
He trusts his boys and girls, and they, in turn,
trust him. Without announcing it, perhaps, in
so many words, he creates the feeling that the
maintenance of quiet and order is but a means,
a necessary means, to an end ; not as it used to
appear, the great end itself. The school is hence-
forth ours, not mine. He is laboring for his
pupil's good, and when this is done in sincerity,
the pupils will not fail to feel and recognize it.
In proportion as he is successful in stimulating
mental activity, and ministering wisely to the
child's innate thirst for knowledge, he may dis-
miss all anxiety about order in the school. The
boy or girl who is intent on learning, who is
intellectually wide-awake, will be the first to
resent that which makes study difficult or im-
possible. All the moral forces of the school are
thus enlisted on the side of the teacher, because
that is the side of reason and right. If there are,
as there most surely will be, in almost every
school, idle, mischievous, turbulent incorrigibles,
they are held in check, no less by the disap
proval of their school-mates than by the frowns

of the teacher, for it is no less true of juvenile
than of adult evildoers, that conscience makes
cowards of them all. To the teacher who suc-
ceeds in thoroughly winning the confidence and
love of his pupils, or even of the majority of
them, so as to make them feel that their interests
and aims are identical with his, the school-room
is no longer a prison house, but a scene of
agreeable and profitable labor, and often of
positive enjoyment.

I NEVER saw a scbdol rise above mediocrity
when the teachers were frequently changed.-In-
spector Tillev.

Literary Notes.

THE October number (No. 43) of the River-
side Literature Series (published quarterly during
the school year 1889-90 at 15 cents a number,
by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston) contains
the Story of Ulysses among the Phæacians, from
William Cullen Bryant's Translation of Homer's
Odyssey.

Our Little Men and Women for November
(D. Lothrop Company, Boston) is a fine speci-
men of this charming magazine for the littie
folks. The large, clear type, the taking pictures,
the interesting stories, descriptive pieces, bits of
verse, etc., all unite to make it a delight to the
eyes and the hearts of the juveniles. Almost
every page has its illustration.

Treasure- Trove for November (Treasure-Trove
Co., 25 Clinton Place, New York,) is to hand
with its usual freight of good things for the young
folks. Its variety of intstructive and healthful
short papers and stories, its department for " The
Little Ones," in large, attractive type, its letter-
box and other interesting features, cannot fail to
make Treasure-Trove one of the most welcome
among the many journals for the young which
constitute a marked feature of the periodical
literature of the period.

Scribner's Magazine for November contains a
third African article-a valuable addition to the
notable papers of Professor Henry Drummond
and Joseph Thomson ; a discussion of some
startling problems in international law affecting
the United States in the event of another Euro-
pean war ; the description of an old Spanish
university by a well-known novelist; an explana-
tion of the relation of electricity to health by a
high medical authority; an army surgeon's
account of the modern sanitary corps which
relieves the sick and wounded ; and interesting
essays, fiction, and poems. Most of the articles
are richly illustrated.

THE November number of The Chatauguan
contains an article entitled " What shall the
State do for me ? " by Thomas B. Preston. The
author defines clearly the principles which he
considers the boundary lines of personal free-
dom, and shows why that freedom is necessarily
limited. - Professor A. S. Hardy, who is writing
a series of articles for The Chautauguan on "The
Uses of Mathematics," considers in the Novem-
ber number the Theory of Probability in its
application to insurance risks. Albert Shaw,
who has spent the past year in France, dis-
courses on The French Constitution, and quotes
the statements of prominent French statesmen
as given to him in personal interviews. These
are but a few samples culled from a full and
varied table of contents.

NOvEMBER begins the twentieth year of T&u
Century Magazine. The opening pages are
devoted to a generous instalment of- the long-
expected autobiography of Joseph Jefferson.
The same number begins several other serials;
notably, Mrs. Barr's novel, "Friend Olivia," in
which it is evident that the selfish and fascina-
ting Anastasia is to divide with the saintly Olivia
the interest of the story. The scene is laid in
Cromwell's time, and Cromwell and Fox figure
in the plot. The first of the " Present-day
Papers " is entitled "The Problems of Moderri
Society," and it bas a. preface signed by the
group who are putting forth these timely essays.
Dr. Langdon writes this paper. Mark Twain's
contribution todi f umber, " A Connecticut
Yankee in King, "' Court" is one of the
most daring of theriint ns of this most famous
ofs4merican p Other articles and

poems which we have not space to mention by
name make up the number of this always first-
class magazine.

THE Popular S(ience Mont/dy for November
isjustto hand. Amongst the articles in the Table
of Contents, which promise to be of special
interest, are Mr. Joel Burton's, on "The Deca-
dence of Farming," Col. Garrick Mallery's
Address, delivered at the American Association,
on " Israelite and Indian," and Mr. Hyland C.
Kirk's, in answer to the question, " Is the Hu-
man Body a Storage Battery ?" The history
and fate of "The Lucayan Indians," or inhabit-
ants of the Bahamas, the first aborigines seen by
Columbus, as related by Prof. W. K. Brooks,
who also delineates their physical characteristics
as deduced by him from studies of skulls and
other bones which have been recovered from the
cavçs of New Providence, promises also to prove
Most interesting. The leading editorial article,while admitting that the followers of Herbert
Spencer may as yet be a minority, denies that
they are a sect any more " than were the adher-
ents of the Copernican system of astronomy, or
than are the believers in the Darwinian thcory
of natural selection."

THE complete novel in Lipincott's Magazine
for November is entitled " A Belated Revenge "
the scene of which is laid in Virginia in pre-
revolutionary times. Edward Heron-Allen con-
tributes an entertainig article on " The Violin,"
which gives much valuable and interesting
information concerning that king of instruments.
The poetic critic, R. H. Stoddard, continues his
series of papers upon American authors, by
contributing a sketch of William Cullen Bryant.
In "Does College Training Pay ?" D. R. Mc-
Analy severely arraigns the methods of instruc-
tion in our colleges, and hurls some hard facts
at the dons. "The Question of Pure Water for
Cities" is a timely and important article contrib-*
uted by William C. Conant, editor of The Sani-
tary Era. It contains valuable and practical
suggestions for rendering water pure and drink-
able, suggestions that should be acted upon by
the authorities in every large city. " The Seamy
Side of Literature,'' by J. K. Wetherill, is an
amusing little skit, illustrating the persistency of
would be-authors. Melville Philips, one of the
editors of the Philadelphia Press, tells " What
it Costs to Issue Big Newspapers." Poems
are contributed by Barton Hill and William H.
Hayne.

THE November St. Nicho,'as appears in a
larger and plainer type, and with more than
enough extra pages to accommodate the increase
of size without loss of material. It bas an article
on " Inter-collegiate Foot-ball in America," by
Walter Camp, certainly a good authority on these
matters. Two contributions present in instruc-
tive juxtaposition the savage and the civilized
methods of bunting the jack-rabbit of the West.
Julian Hawthornecontributesan Egyptian parable
called " The Child and the Pyramid," and Prof.
Boyesen tells a thoroughly modern story of " The
Poet of the Hempstead Centennial." Elizabeth
Balch, author of the much praised replies to
Prosper Merimée's " Lettres à une Inconnue,'
tells the almost forgotten story of the boyish
quarrel between Cromwell and the little prince
whose death-warrant he was to sign in later years.
One of the cleverest things in the number is the
short drama, " Sir Rat-A Comedy," written and
illustrated by Oliver Herford. 'i hough a tiny
bit, it is most amusing in its way. There are
many other racy pieces in prose and verse, and
enough pictures, information, and amusement to
crowd the pages of this magazine, which not
only delights young readers, but will well repay
their elders for the time it takes to examine it.
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Examination Pajpers.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO.-
DECEMBER EXAMINATIONS, 1888.

TRAINING INSTITUTES.

SCIENCE OF EDUCATION. -

Examiner-J. A. McLELLAN, LL.D.
NOTE. - State points concisely, and illustrate by

examples.
i. What do you conceive to be the relation be-

tween psychology and educational methods?
2. Give some account of the doctrine of Associa-

tion under the following heads :-Conditions, Varie-
lies, Results. What educational principles may be
deduced?

3. Discuss Attention with reference to its Unit-
ing, Adjusting and Relating power. Show explicitly
the bearings of this doctrine on education.

4. Discuss, giving illustrations, the following
educational principles, showing their necessary
limitations:

(i) Proceed from the known to the unknown.
(2) Learn to do by doing.
(3) Teach the child only what he can under-

stand.

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.
Examiner-J. E. HODGSoN, M.A.

i. (a) "A discipline of terror not only fails to
successfully accomplish its end, but gives rise to
many of the worst vices of slavery ; hypocrisy and
falsehood, idleness directly there seems to be a
chance of not being found out ; meanness and cun-
ning, hatred, and a train of other evils."

(b) " The importance of happiness to children
is very great, and anything which will conduce to
this should not be overlooked."

(c) " The pleasures of good taste are matters
of slow growth, and though the effects of our efforts
may not be immediately discernible. their influence

ill be by no means lost. The saturation-point will
reached at last. Be it remembered also, that

what we want is to make children feel, not talk
about these things-that it is the appreciation and
not criticism which we have to aim at.1

Develop the foregoing extracts.
2. Write notes on the following forms of punish-

ment :
(a) Compulsory silence and exclusion from

companionshiP-
(b) Censure and shame.
(c) Book tasks.
(d) Corporal punishment.
(e) Expulsion,

3. Explain fully the object and nature of lessons
and written exercises assigned for preparation at
home. Illustrate by reference to Form III Public
School course, or Form Il High School course.

4. State deflnitely to what extent the teacher's
estimate of pupils as determined by daily recita-
tions should guide a master in making promotions.

Point out the imperfections in a system of pro-
motion based entirely on examnations conducted
by examiners independent of the teaching staff.

HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

METHODS IN ENGLISH.
Examiner-JOHN SEATH, B.A.

r. Piscuss concisely the educational value of
each of the following subjects in both eleientary
and advanced High School classes :

(i) Grammar, (2) Prose Literature, and (3)
History.

2. Explain the use you wotld make, in teaching
Poetical Literature in Form 1, (i.e., Public School
Form V)of

(i) Paraphrasing, (2) derivation, (3) the dif-
ferentiation of synonyms, (4) elocution, (5) biog-
raphy, '6) figurative language, (7) sentence-struc-
ture, and (8) metrical form.

Give, ftom the following poem, an illustration
of each point :

As ships, becalm'd at eve, that lay
With canvas drooping, side by side,

Two towers of sail at dawn of day
Are scarce long leagues apart descried

When fell the night, upsprung the breeze,
And aIl the darkling hours they plied,

Nor dreamt but each the self-same seas
By each was cleaving, side by side;

E'en so-but why the tale reveal
Of those, whom year by year unchanged, .1

Brief absence join'd anew to'feel,
Astounded, soul from soul estranged?

At dead of night their sails were fill'd,
And onward each rejoicing steer'd-

Ah, neither blame, for neither will'd, 1
Or wist, what first with dawn appear'd !

To veer, how vain ! On, onward strain,
Brave barks ! In light, in darkness, too,

Through winds and tides one compass guides-
To that, and your own selves, be true.

But O blithe breeze ! and O great seas,
Though ne'er, that earliest parting past,

On your wide plain they join agan,
Together lead them home at last.

One port, methought, alike they sought,
One purpose hold where'er they fare-

O bounding breeze, O rushing seas!
At last, at last, unite them there.

3. Outline a scheme of a first lesson on Mood in
Form 1, using as your illustrations the verbs in each
of the following sentences :

(i) He has gone to see his friend ; (2) He
would not go; (3) What should it be, but this ? (4)
Tell me not sweet, I am unkind ; (5) I could not
love thee, dear, so much, loved I not honor more
(6) What must I do to be saved ?

4. Explain how you would teach Spelling in Form
1, giving the reason for each step in the process.

MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

THIRD CLASS TEACHERS.
DRAWING.

NOTE.-Only seven questions are to be attempt-
ed, two of which must be selected from group A,
two from B, two from C, and the one in D.

A.

. Draw a pair of plain scissors, opened to full

scribe a circle to touch the third side and the pro-
duced parts of the other two.

7. Draw three circles, diameters 2 inches each
each circle t'o be in contact with two others ; about
these circles draw the circumscribing circle.

8. The diagonal of a square is 2½ inches ; con-
struct it ; divide it into three equal parts by lines
drawn from an angular point.

C.
[NOTE.-In following problems consider height

of spectator's eye, 6 ft. Distance from the picture
plane 4 ft. Scale. 1 inch equals i ft.]

9. Draw a circle, diameter 4 ft., plane of circle
perpendicular to both P.P. and G P., and touching
both, centre of circle to be 4' to the left of spec-
tator.

îo. Draw a regular hexagon, whose sides are each
2 ft.; hexagon to be parallel to G.P. and 8 ft. above
it : two sides of the hexagon are to be perpendicular
to the P.P.; centre of hexagon to be 4 ft. to the
right and 4' within the P.P.

11. Draw the frustum of a square pyramid ; edge
of ends 3 and 4 inches respectively; height 5 ft.;
the pyramid rests on the G.P. and touches the P.P.
4 ft. to the right.

On this frustum, place centrally a sphere so
as to touch the P. P.

12. Draw a square whose sides are 4 ft. in length;
the square is perpendicular to and touches the G.
P. 4 ft. to the left and 2 ft. within the P.P.; the
horizontal sides of the square retire towards the
right, and make an angle of 45° with the P.P.

D.

13. Draw, in outine only, the object presented
to you. Height of drawing four inches. Use no
instruments.

School-Room Methods.

HOW TO TEACH "REDUCTION."
3Y M. W. S.

A FORECAST OF THE WORK.

AT this stage of arithmetical work the pupil
knows, or at least should know, the various rules
and questions involved in the processes of addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division, and
should be familiar with ail practical simple tables
such as the number of lbs. in a bushel of
almost aIl kinds of common grain, the number
of lbs. in a ton of hay, etc. In fact, the
tern reduction is but another name for that with
which the pupils are already familiar in every-day
life.

For example, what is finding the number of
bushels in a field of potatoes, as they are gathering
them in a certain vessel, but reduction ? For they
have a certain value for the vessel, and reckon
from that. In almost every work there is more or
less of " Reduction," and the meaning of the term
thus used is just the sane as the meaning of that
used in our arithmetics.

Therefore, after the preparatory work bas been
thoroughly mastered by the pupil, ail that remains
for the teacher to do is to impress on the pupil's
mind the commonness of reduction.

As soon as the pupils have the notion expressed
by the word reduction fixed in their minds, practi-
cally nothing more remains to be taught. We

Examiner-H. B. SPOTTON, M.A. extent ; length 6 inches. have to guard against dictionary significations.
i. " Before Comenius no one had brought the 2. Draw a square, length of side 6 inches ; draw Practicableness is the boon which is needed.

mind of a philosopher to bear practically on the diameters ; place in first small square a Maltese MY PLAN IN OUTLINE.
subject of Education. Montaigne, Bacon, Milton, cross in second, a unit of a design in reversed 1. Cass Work.
had advanced principles, leaving others to see to curves ; in third, a natural maple leaf; in fourth,
their application." sane conventionalized. A. General Points.

Mention the more important of these prin- 3. Draw a simple object, derivable from the .a. Priciples underlying the teaching of the sub-
ciples, and show to what extent Comenius applied ellipse or the oval.. ject.
them. 4. Show, by the drawing of an ordinary kitchen b. Exemplification of these principles in allied

2. " Believing in this high aim of Education, table, the application of elevations. primary work.
Pestalozzi required a proper early training for aIl B B. Particar Points.
alike." What is this aim? Compare it with the . c. Discussion and teaching of Reduction proper,
purpose of Education as defined by Herbert 5. Draw a rhombus, whose sides shall be 2 inches or that more easily understood. <Descending.)
Spencer, and show how each of these reformers in length, and whose acute angles 37î'. d. Questions and examples on the work taught.
proposes to reach the end in view. Inscribe a circle in the rbombus. Examples both written and oral, both practical

3. Give Locke's views as to the proper use of re- 6. Draw a triangle, wba sidte are 2, 3, and 4 and abstract, but the weight should lie upon the
wards ard punishments in a system of education. inches respectively; prQ4e ( two sides and de- side of practicabîeness.
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e. Explanation of Reduction drawn from the
class.

f Reduction Ascending taught.
g. Similar steps in teaching latter as in the for-

mer process.
h. Draw from the class that there are, therefore,

two kinds of Reduction. Give or get the terms,
and have explanations given.

i. Questions and examples suited to impress the
Points taught in the lesson.

2. Seat Wotk.
a. Defining terms.
b. Classifying examples.
c. Working examples.

METHOD IN DETAIL.
1. Class Work.

A. (For the teacher's help.)
I. Proceed fron what the child knows, in easy

grades, by connection of facts, to the subject under
consideration.

2. Keep constantly before the pupils' minds (by
apt questioning) "The Principle of Suspense."

3. Keep up the interest and attention of the
Pupils by variation of questioning.

B. For a connection between the preparatory
Work and what is to be taught.

1. Have several examples in addition and sub-
traction placed on the board and worked orally by
the class.

E.g., add together:
739 921 4444
412 337 7776
563 644 8392

or, find difference:
765 932 51432
497 866 . 13675

In addition, ail examples should involve carry-
ing, and in subtraction, all examples should involve
borrowing.

2. Objects of this work are to have pupils an-
Swer readily, when questioned upon what they ai-
ready know, and as a means of leading to the sub-
ject to be taught. That is, to be able to tell why we
carry one, two, three, as the case may be, in addi-
tion, and why does borrowing one from a digit next
above increase that for which it has been bor-
rowed by Io.

3. As soon as the pupils understand the why of
the above, of course only arrived at by the solving
of numerous examples, the teacher should question
rapidly on the principle involved in section 2 of
Step B. Thus : How many units in one ten ? in
two tens ? in three ? How many tens in one hun-
dred ? in two hundred ? Units in one hundred ?
etc. Units in two tens and five units ? etc. Units
in three hundreds, five tens and three units ? etc.

Also : How many tens in 30 units ? in 25 ? in
15 ? etc. And so on.

4. Then place the examples in the form of the
reduction to be taught, explaining, of course,
that change of the form does not change the mean-
Ing. Always writing in full,.as : In 7 tens, 5 units,find how many units.

5. Have the example worked first in the form of
a question, as previously ; then lead them to see
that we really multiply by ten and add the five in
with it to get our result.

6. When this is understood by pupils, our lesson
is almost ended.

A slight transfer is to be made. Now for step C.

C. The main topic in the lesson.
1. Appropriate questions should now be asked

on the tables used in this practical reduction, for
the purpose of refreshing the pupil's memory.

2. Place the following question on the board,
and allow pupils time to inspect it. " How many
cents in 74o dollars ?" Then change it to this
form of example "In 740 dollars to find the num-
ber of cents."

3. They will soon tell you that there will be loo
timles as many cents as dollars, since there are roo
cents in every dollar, and therefore we shall have
to Multiply dollars by oo to find the number of
Cents.

4. Next bring in "grain" question or examples,
and the pupils will work quite-readily.

5. Other familiar forms of questions, such as
"time examples," and examples of finding number
of units in such things as a dozen, a pair, a gross,
etc. Also linear questions.

6. Lastly, examples of such as contain weights
of such articles as hay, butter, etc. Ask how many
ounces in one lb. ? in two ? etc.; in 3 lbs. 7 oz. ?
Easily obtained by analysis. How many tbs. in a
ton ? in two tons ? in 3 tons 384 tbs.? Also obtained
by analysis. Place question thus: "In 3 tons 384
tbs., how many tbs. ?"

7. After this has been done, and result (6384 lbs.)
placed on the board, tell pupils to find how many
ounces in 6384 lbs., which they will readily find.
Ask them from what we obtained 6384 lbs.? and
how ? How did we obtain the number of ounces
in 6384 tbs. ? Now, how could we obtain the
same number of ounces in another manner ?

8. Probably the pupils may have some difficulty
in answering the last question. But on a few apt
questions being put, the teacher wilt very quickly
see his pupils arriving at a correct solution of the
question. As soon as they do, put the full form of
the question on the board thus: " In 3 tons 384 tbs.
how many oz. ?" and have pupils work it. Work
in a few ounces, for ex. 8, and now have then find
the number of oz. in al, which they shall see is in-
creased by 8.

9. Gradually extend the length of the number of
terms in the question of 4, 5, etc., terms. Ques-
tions on area, solidity and capacity can be taken
up when pupils have grasped the fundamental
method of working examples, as it will not make
any difference what the multiplier may be when
they have the idea. Bring fractions under divi-
sion, as, dividing a number by 4, each part is 3 of
whole. Taking N of a number is simply dividing
it into 4 equal parts and taking one of them. And so
with M.

D. Suitable examples on the above principle
should now be given for pupils to work indepen-
dently.

E. This will present no difficulty.

F and G. i. When Reduction Descending bas
been taught, ail that the teacher has to do in Reduc-
tion Ascending is to have pupils see by questioning
that if, for example, in 7 dollars 50 cts. there are
750 cents, in 750 cents there must be 7 dollars and
50 cents over. And they wilt tell you how to get
the latter result from. the former.

2. Questions or examples of gradually increasing
difficulty may now be given.

H. This can be illustrated most aptly by a draw-
ing of a ladder leaning against a wall, or by a scale
of spherical bodies drawn from a large size to a
small, and then in similar proportions of increase,
till the size of the first is again reached.

I. The teacher can either give original examples
(and, in my opinion, this is better), or use examples
from P. S. Arithmetic.

2. Seat Work, the various steps of which can be
readily attended to by the teacher, should always
follow class work.

ARITHMETIC.
MENTAL WORK.

i. Two boys travelled in opposite directions, one
at the rate of 6 miles an hour, the other 5 miles.
How far apart were they in 6 hours ?

2. How many cords of wood at $6 a cord will it
take to pay for 2 tons of coal at $7 a ton ?

3. How many quarts of milk at 5 cents a quart
will it take to pay for 6 dozen eggs at 20 cents a
dozen ?

4. How many feet in a room that is 6 feet wide
and 9 feet long ?

5. At $2 a rod, what will it cost to fence a field
tbat is 1u rods square ?

6. How many rods in a field 1o rods square?
7. How many yards of fringe will it take to put

around a table that is 6o inches long and 30 inches
wide?

8. At i 2 per cent., what ig the interest of $64 for
ii years?

9. What is the interest of $30 at 10 per cent. for
2j years ?

10. If one gill of r'ilk costs j cent, what will a
quart cost ?

ii. At $io a barrel, how much flour can be
bought for $85 ?

12. How many pounds in 8o shillings ?
13. One barrel of flour cost $8, what will ¼ of a

barrel cost ?
14. When 1 of a box of oranges cost $4, what will

a box cost?
15. What will a load of hay cost if 4 of a load

cost $7 ?
16. When ï of a cake costs 6 cts., what is the

cost of the whole cake ?
17. If 8 men can do a piece of work in 6 days,

how long will it take 12 men ?
18. If 4 men can do a piece of work in 3 days,

how long will it take them to do twice as much
work ?

i9. 6 is j of what number? 7 is 1 of what num-
ber? 8isiofwhatnumber?

20. Whatis*of8? Whatisjof9?
21. What are the prime factors of 12? of 9?

of6?
22. Bought 6 acres of land at $8 an acre, and

sold it for $75. What was the gain?
23. Bought a knife for 80 cts., and by selling it

lost 25 cts. What was the selling price ?
24. Bought a pair of boots for $5, and sold them

for $6. What was the gain per cent. ?
25. What cost a barrel of flour if Ï cost $4?-

Popular Educator.

AN EXERCISE ON SIGNS WITH OBJECTS.
THE teacher, holding five sticks in one hand

and three in the other, shows them to the pupils.
Then she says, " See what I do." (She puts the
five sticks and three sticks together.) " You may
write what I have done. Pupils write 5+3=8,
having been previously instructed concerning the
use of the signs. Then she takes six sticks in one
hand and five in the other, and shows them to her
pupils for a few seconds. They write, 6+5=11.
By showing objects the pupils write columns of
figures quite rapidly. This exercise teaches the
use of signs, promotes rapid and correct addition,
and quick and accurate observation. -Schoolfour-
nal.

IMAGINATION STORIES.

FOR LOWER GRADES.

i. TELL about two children playing marbles.
2. Tell about two girls playing with dolls.
3. Tell about six boys chasing a pig.
4. Tell about boys picking apples, or cranber-

ries, or blueberries.
5. Tell about a little girl getting lost.
6. Tell about a storekeeper and three different

customers-a man, a woman, a child.
7. Tell about a little girl that lost her twin kit-

tens.
8. Tell about a boy who found a dog.
9. Tell about a man who could not catch his

horse in the pasture.
1o. Tell about a woman who was afraid of a cow.

-American Teacher.

To Truth's house there is a single door,
Which is Experience. He teaches best

Who feels the hearts of aIl men in his breast
And knows their strength and weakness by his

own. -Bayard Taylor.
THE power to think for one's self has too hîttle

standing in the school, and we do not insist enough
upon the appreciation of the worth of school work.
Too often we try to wheedle our children into know-
ledge. We disguise the name of work, mask
thought, and invent schemes for making education
easy and pleasant. We give fanciful names to
branches of study, make play with object lessons,
and illustrate atl things. To make education amus-
ing-an easy road without toil-is to train up a race
of men and women who will shun what is displeas-
ing to them. But there is no substitute for hard
work in school if we are to have a properly trained
people; we must teach the value of work and over-
come the indifference of ignorance.-The Century.
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Corres n hear further. They had not heard. Dr Knight
.I'ne e •also submitted that the delegates had endeavored

to qbey their instructions in spirit.'" Carried.
THE H1GHEST MOU NTAIN. Yours, truly, R. W. SHANNON.

BY HENRY A. PORI, A.M. QUEEN'S COLLEGE, 5th Nov., i889.

Ti the Editor efthe EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

A PARAGRAPH in a recent number of the Educa- REGULATION NO. 6o.tional Monthly argued for a peak in New Guinea,
32,763 feet high, and named Mt. Hercules as the To the Editor ofthe EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

highest mountain in the world, and mention was SIR,-A correspondent mu the October number of
also made of Gaurisankur, in the Himalayas, at the EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY has drawn attention
29,025 feet, as overtopping Mt. Everest, at 29,002, to the unjust regulation (No. 60) recently issued by
which had claimed (and for that matter should still the Department respecting specialists iu Collegiate
have) pre-eminence. Gaskill's Atlas and Capt.A. J. Institutes. The regulation referred to is so arbi-
Lawson, of London-the latter as reported in a note trarv, unjust and unreasonable that I imagine few
to the Indiana School Journal-were given as can be found to defend it. It reads as if it were a
authorities for the former statement. Thinking it piece of special legislation intended to benefit some
strange that so remarkable a discovery should have friend, and as if purposely framed to exclude all
escaped my attention, after some delay I submitted others. If not, why should these privileges be con-
the matter to Prof. Russell Hinman, of Cincinnati, fined to graduates when under-graduates may still
author of a recent and quite remarkable text-book become specialists ? As a matter of fact, are there
of Physical Geography, and undoubtedly an expert not many teachers now engaged as specialists who
upon all related topics. I am kindly permitted to are not even under-graduates ? Again, why should
give to your readers his conclusive reply. He says : an applicant for a specialist's certificate have had

" We think there is no doubt that Gaurisankur is ten years' experience before July, 1889, unless it
one of the local names, of which there seems to be were known that, if this restriction were not made,
several, for the high peak named Mt. Everest by some one who had nine years' experience might
the officers of the Trignometrical Survey of India in qualify next year ? This clause looks as if it were
1856 or 1857. This peak is situated in Nepal, intended to hit somebody.
which at that time was not open to the officers of These questions the Minister will find difficult
the survey. They were not able to ascertain that enough to answer to the satisfaction of teachers, but
this peak, discovered in their triangulation, had any there isanother condition stillmore absurd. The suc-
local name ; they consequently named it after the cessful applicant for this favor must have prepared
first Superintendent of the survey; it was but a short candidates for senior matriculation with first-class
time afterwards when various travelers in Nepal honors. This is not only encouraging the High
claimed that they had discovered local names for Schools to do work not required, and which they
this same mountain. This whole matter is very should be prohibited from doing, but is actually
fully discussed in the volume for 1886 of the Pro- assuming that they do it. Granting that School
ceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, to Boards arp willing to incur the expense of engaging
which we refer you. an extra teacher in order to accomplish this kind

" We are not acquainted with either of the au- of work, is it desirable that the general welfare of
thorites mentioned in your clipping, for Mt. Her- the school should be neglected in order that a
cules, in New Guinea. We have iever heard of teacher may add something to his reputation ? Be-
Gaskill's Atlas, and we can find no trace of Capt. sides, how many teachers ever get an opportunity
A. J. Lawson, of London, quoted in any of the of doing this kind of work, even if they thought it
geographical or scientific periodicals. We bave desirable ? The boy who is clever enough to take
looked through Petermann's Mitthe'ilungen, Pro- first-class and who is willing to stay long enough
ceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, and to prepare for Senior Matriculation,is an avis alba.
all the volumes of Nature from 1881 to date, and If he succeeded mn getting into the second class
we find no allusion to either Capt Lawson or Mt. only must this teacherforever rank as a second class
Hercules. We have also examined the address of teacher ?
Rev. Couts Trotter to the Geographical Section of Is a man's fate to depend on whether he bas been
the British Association in 1885, on the discoveries teaching the magical ten years and whether he has
and explorations in New Guinea fron its discovery captured one clever boy of good staying powers!
until that date. He makes no allusion to Capt. A ift is were not enough, there still remains a
Lawson. The same is true of Mr. Clement Mark- way by which the Department can " choke off" an
ham's Bibliography of New Guinea explorations, obnoxious man. He must be ranked I. by the
published lu 1883. H. S. Inspectors. Have not our Inspectors ranked

" While a man could easily be lost in London, some of this favorite class very low as teachers?
we do not think that the discoverer of a mountain Have they not been known tomake material changes
three-quarters of a mile higher than the peak which lu their grading at the instigation of the Head
for thirty years has been considered the apex ofthe Master? Just imagine our present H. S. Inspec-
world, could remain unknown and unnoticed even tors grading mathematical men ! If a man who is
in that large city." not a specialist in a department is not allowed to

MICHIGAN, Oct. 3I, 1889. teach that subject,howcan a man who is notaspecial-
ist be supposed to be competent to insPect that de-
partment? Are not our H. S. masters, in many in-To the Editor of the EDUCA-IONAI JOURNA. stances, just as coipetent to grade our H. S, Inspec-

SIR,-Your issue of November Ist contains an tors as they are to grade the masters ? Moreover,
editorial paragraph referring to the action taken by are there not many of our non-soecialists always
the Council of Queen's University with regard to the ranked I. as teachers--men whose culture and
mission of Dr. Knight and Mr. A. P. McGregor to general ability are never questioned ?
the Ontario Teachers' Association, summer session, I have not referred to the worst feature of the
and the manner in which those gentlemen per- regulation-the fact that it is retroactive in char-
formed it. As your information was imperfect, and acter, because that injustice is well pointed out in
your remarks, consequently, misdirected, I send the article referred to above.
you a copy of the resolution passed by the Council. The question I have to ask now is, Why " special-
It is as follows - ists " at all ? The ostensible object is to keep the

" Moved by Rev. Principal Grant, D.D., seconded best places open for the best men. Does it accom-
by Rev. A. H. Scott, M.A., that the Registrar send plish this ? Is not a man's fitness for a position
to the Secretary of the High School section, Ontario best judged by the results of bis work? Or, are
Teachers' Association, a letter in substance as High School Boards a set of dunces that they can-
follows :-' Your letter of 2oth August was sub- not discriminate between competent and incompe-
mitted by me to the meeting of the University tent teachers ? Which alternative does the Depart-
Council held on October 16th. Dr. Knight, on be- ment take ?
half ofthe delegates, explained that they were not Are High Schools of so little importance that
aware that a place on the programme had been as- they do not need as good teachers as the Collegiate
signed them, and that certainly there was not the Institutes do ? Without re4eti1,g on the Collegiate
siightest intention of being discourteous to the Institutes, is it not ver :well known that many of
Association. Had they been notified that the pro- our High Schools are doing just as efficient work,
gramme had been changed they would have gone. and just as much of Ît6! if one may judge from re-
The President, when applied to, had written that sults, as the Collegiate I nstitutes situated by their
he would notify the Secretary and that they would side, notwithstanding the latter are coddled and

pampbred, and, we may add, hampered with multi-
tudinous semi-digested regulations issued in feverish
haste ? Why, then, distinctive names for schools
doing precisely the saine kind of work ? Is it merely
to give three hundred dollars per annum additional
to the large schools where they least need it, at the
expense of the small struggling schools which need
so much the Legislative aid ? If the policy of
the Department is to shut up the small High
Schools and have only Collegiate Institutes, the
sooner the people understand it the better.

Yours, etc. MAGISTER.

I WOULD go so far as to lay it down as a rule,
that whenever children are inattentive, or apparent-
ly take no interest in a lesson, the teacher should
always look first to himself for a reason. -Pestalozzi.

GARDINER'S CABINET OF MAPS AND
CHARTS.

Published by Wells & Seavill Co., Toronto.

Gardiner's Cabinet contains rnany new and novel
features well worthy of the attention of teachers and
trustees who are desirous of keeping pace with the
times. The Cabinet is a highly finished case of white
wood, within which the maps and charts are suspended
by an ingenious device, thus dispensing with the usual
mounting sticks, which experience proves are liable to
be frequently wrenched off in the school-room. All of
the maps and charts are uniform in aie. The Est in-
cludes Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South
America, Oceanica, Dominion of Canada, United
States, Eastern and Western Hemispheres. The
standard charts include a Diacritical Chart, two Music
Charts and two Writing Charts. We noticed in par-
ticular a beautiful and accurate chromo-lithographic
Physical Geography Chart. In the centre is an ideal
section of the earth,showing all of its physical features;
at each side are the zones with representations of the
plants, land and sea animals peculiar to each zone.
All of the maps are in outline, and our best educators
are of the opinion that only such should be used before
a class. The special transparent chart is intended to
take the place of a globe in the school-room, and is
beyond doubt one of the most attractive a1ld useful
charts that bas ever been manufactured. Edwards'
Time Dial is an ingenious device for teaching the time
of day, addition, subtraction and the multiplication
table. The fact that it bas beenadopted in the schools
of Boston and the leading cities of the U.S. proves its
superiority. The Manikin, which forms an integral
part of the Cabinet, must be seen to be appreciated.
It bas been prepared for school purposes exclusively,
and for teaching anatomy and physicology it is simply
indispensable. After a careful examination of Gardi-
ner's Cabinet, we commend it to the Canadian public,
confident that it will supply a long-felt want. Not the
least of its merits is the moderate price, which places
it within the reach of every Ontario school.

A Special Discount on Books to ail Its Nembers
120 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

TEA CHERS' INSTITUTES.
MR. LEWIS, author of works on Reading and Elo-

cution, gives Addresses to Institutes on the Methods of
Teaching Reading on Elocution Principles. Nights of
Reading from Classic English Literature, and, when
rtquired, the Plays of Shakespeare. References Io Dr.
McLellan and J. F. Tilley, Esq., and Inspectors. Teach-
ers and Clergy throughout the Province. 42 BREAD'
ALRANE STREET, TORONTO.

WATESMAN fOUNT4/N PEN!
Desiin the Worid. Send for Circular

GEO. BIENGO UGH,
CANADIAN AGENT, 45 KING ST. EAsT, ToRoNTO

SH OR TH AN D'"""""''**
. StHaten.r.erHANDbymnalorpersonly.ttuationns ewoeured ail pupio wben cou1petere.

endatoretreutar. w.G.cHA FEEi,OwgoNY.

FLINT NORMAL COLLEGE, mC
Expe..le. thaat any chool in Mch(gan. a-

surpassed '°atio. You Can enter at any time and class
S.frudtSuit you. Thirteeo courses ortudy. No vacatgofl.

sndi or cmulans and catalogue. G. S. KIMBA Pres

ENCYCLOPEI)A.N
ZELL'S NEW (Imperial Edition) Take ront Rank -E.

iGOYER, PubTisher, o Venge Strett, Toronto
AGENTS WAraTED.
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NEW and CHEAP LITTLE BOOKS
REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of Books and
School Supplies recently issued with the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL. In it will be found a large list ot books for
assistance or recreation especially valuable to the teacher.
We select the following from the list :-

* :Bo)rs *
For C/ubbing with " Educational Journal."

To Subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL we will
give the following special list of books at the low prices
named :-

Little People's Speaker, ioo pages, attractively bound,
well filled with motion songs, concert, holiday, temperance and
Patriotic pieces, suited to every occasion in which the little folks
are called upon to take part. Paper, 15c.

Little People's Dialogues, 120 pages, handsome cover.
This book is specially prepared for children's recitations, by Clara
J. Denton. i is adapted to the most varied kinds of enterta:n-
ments and exhibitions. Paper, 25c.

Humorous Dialogues and Di amas, handsome cover,
contains a great variety of specially prepared selections, humorous,
without being coarse. Paper, 25c.

Sunday School and Churoh Entertainments, hand-
Some cover, contains dialogues, tableaux, recitations, concert
pieces, motion songs, and short dramas, illustrating Biblical truths.

aper, 25c.
Tableaux, Charades and Pantomimes. A first-class

collection for various entertainments. Paper, 25c.
. Jokes. A collection of the brightest, funniest and most catch-
Ingiokes of the day. s5o pa:es; attractive cover. Paper, 25c.

Popular Synonyme. Twenty-five thusand words in ordi-
lnry use ; accurate, elegant. cheap. Flexible cloth cover, 15c.

Words Correctly Spoken. A work valuable to ail who
desire accuracy of language. Cloth, i5c.

2VAe following special list will be found
attractive :

-Wilford'a Original Dialogues and Speeches for
. OUng Fok.- Being by far the most complete of its kind ever
ied. This work supplies that palpble need, which has so long
ben vident in books of this class, t at of Dialogues and Speeches
adapted to the natures of childrcn. This work contains 19 original
Dialogues and 53 Speeches, especially adapted for children be-
tween the ages of 5 and x2 years. i60 pages. Paper cover, price
25c.

lUttea'. 1oos Of Mook Trias.-An entirely novel idea.
The trials are very amusing take-offs of actual scenes i court and
daily life; containing sixteen complete trials-adapted to perform-
ance by amateurs or professiona's. Paper cover, price 25c.

Rowton's Complote Debater.-Containing nine complete
Debates, Outlines of Debates, and rol questions for Debate. The
most perfect work of its kind published, and especially adapted te
Literary and Debating S cieties. No person should be without
tbis great literary work. We are sure that those who purchase
Copies will declare it well worth ten times the amount spent. Con-
talning over 200 pages. Boards, price 50 cts.

ale's Calisthenies & Light Gymnastion for
oung Folks.-12o Illustrations ron Life by Photographic

Crecess. Containing Broom and Fan Drills, Marches, Fenc ng
Club, Wand and Dumb Bell Exercises, Swimming and Music for
inarching. This is the most complete work published on the sub-
lect. 16o pages. Boards, 75 cts.

Burdett's Dutch Dialeot Rooitations and Read-
Ilgs.-This collection of amusing and laughable recitations em-
braces all the newest and most successful pieces, original and ee-
ected, with which the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett, in-
araily " brings down the house." Containing 94 original and

telected gems of Humorous German dialect pieces n prose and
poetry. z6mo, i6o pages. Price, paper 2s cts.

Brudder Gardner's Stump Speeches and ComieLectures.-Containing the best hits of the leading Negro delin.
eators of the present day, comprising the most amusing and side-
SPlitting contribution of oratorical effusions whch have ever been
Produced to the public. The newest and best book of Negro comi-
C1lities published. i60 pages. Bound in illuminated paper covers.
Price 25 cts.

Sent post-paid on receipt of price,
Address :

GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING CO.
26 & 28 Front St. West, Toronto.

{J\ STUDY. LATIN and' GREEK nt sight. UseIii E tise " InterlineaP-Classies." Sample page and
eatalogue of School Books free. C. DESILVER & Sos, No. L. L.
X os Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANT SEND
FOR

TAR o .AG[NTS CIRCULAR.
Address TARBOX BROS., Toronte, Ont.

T EACHERS WANTED-To canvass for Dr. Gunn's NW and
improved Handbook on Anatomy, Hygiene and Domestic

Xedicine. This is a large work of 700 pages. Part I. is devoted
to the stru ture of the body, " How do we Live ? " " What Shall
we Eat ?" etc. Part Il. treats on' a great many diseases, their
'YO'pt6ms sud remedies. Dr. Gunn's name will almost seli it. We
eve liberal terms to canvassers. Send for Circulars. Address, J.

I YoUNG & Co., 42 Yonge Street Arcade, Toronto, Ont. Please
inention this paper.

ELECTRIC1TY AHEAD 1
There is nothing so desirable in the

market as TEE appliances,
something NEW, which are

operated by an ULUOTRIZ current and

complete an A.LARW LOCE for ringing
Bells or Gongs in any number

of rooms. It lm very simply
arranged and is WEAT every school

should have. WE WANT appliances of
an advanced character and

scientific POR OUR OOLLZ=GEs, of such
a nature ANZ» construction

/ that 25IOOLS GENERALZLy may
find them an advantage in every respect. Will the

* Principais PZMUASE give this
matter their careful consideration

and SUN» for
our New Regulator A clock, fitted ready for

use, or let U put our

appliances on the clock now in
the school. ONE thing may,
however, be AT least worthy

ofconsideration, i.e., a first-class
clock ONCE put in

order by us, is not likely to need any further special at-
tention for a lifetime. Any number of Bells, Gongs, or
Buzzers may be rung in as many different rmoms, changed
as often as may be desired for the convenience of the
classes, by any person. We will furnish a first-class
Regulator A, fitted with the Electric appliances, for
Fifteen Dollars, or lower grade docks at less cost, any
of which are good time-keepers. Or we will fit a clock
which may be in use, for Five Dollars. All communica-
tions addressed to the

AMERICAN CLOCK AND JEWELRY COs
171 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

P.S.-We can refer you to first-class electricians if
you want anything in this line.

NOTICE TO TEACHERS.

A Teacher required for the proposed Union School,
Moose Jaw. Must be a University Graduate. Apply to

WR. GRAYSON, Sec.- Treas.

CYCLOSTYLE OUPLICATING APPARATUS
Fr Dufjlicatng Writing, Tyjewriting, DtaWu<. or Music.
" Two thousand exact copies from one writing," ench copy having

ail the appearance of an original. Simple, reliable, economical,
rapid, dean and durable. Endorsed by 3,ooo firms, corporations
and institutions throughout the Domimon. Invaluable to teachers
for reports, circulars, examination papers, copying music, maps,
drawings and ail classicai work. Write for circular and testimoniais.

T. Bennett Scott, Esq., Teacher, Wheatly. Ont., writes-" The
Cyclostyle machine purchased gives entire satisfactson."

I. B. Beveridge, Prin. Public School, Point Edward, writes-
"Cyclostyle received gives every satisfaction-it works like a
charm."

CYCLOSTYLE CO., 16 KING ST. EAST. TORONTO.

our remedv. Sent to asyaddress free of charge on receipt or prie.
Address, Remedy CO., 170 King Street West, Toronto.

T EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have ail their book wants
promptly attended to; either in the new or used line, and ast

reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, mauled or expressed daily.

School Supplies

E. N. MOYER,
120 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

N.B.-Our Priees are Low, Our GoodS the Best.

THE HIGH SCHOOL

DRAWINC COURSE.
Authorlzed by the Minister of Education

The Course is now complete:

No. i-FREEHAND,

No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3 -- LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,

ho. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
These books are all uniform in size and style, and constitute a

complete uniform series. The saine plan is followed them
all-the Test, the Problems, and oppoeste the Problems, each
case, the Exercises based upon them. The illustration Is upon the
sam page vit its own matter, and with the exciui in evey case,
in a ajaoe .1er dào *gsgdmsj~ wpràk Kacis eptherefO. in a cure-
piste Text-bo& on ais subject, and a Dra g Book as weil, the

aper on which the books are printed being first-chms drawing paper.
The student using these books, therefore, as not obliged to purchase
and take care of a drawing book also. Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5
are the only books on their subiects authorized by the Department.
Therefore, if the student buys the full series he will have a unsfom,
and not a mixed steries, corswing tlh wole subjects of the exai.
nations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Reading, one of the beat
authorities in these subjects in tis country, and recently Master in
the School of Art.

W Each book is in the direct line Of the curriculum, and is
authorized.

The exsamninations in High School Drawing willi be set fron the
authorized books.

PRICE, ONLY 15C. PER BOOK.

The GrIp PrIBtng and PublaShig Co.
PUBLISH R»S ToONro.

BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,
45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto.

Circulars post fre.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

aser.o Nta 0F Tife

CANAD/AN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY AND
SH0R THAND INSTITUTE

@oNDAY. BWorPnaï and, as".
Thi.largest and most practical Business Collee in Canada-

nearly 400 pu ils last school year. IW Write for Ctrculars.
Address, CXNADIAN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Public Lib-

raryr Building Toronto. THoMAs BENGOUGH, President. CHAs.
H. Baooxs, becretary and Manager.

SPECIAL TO TEACHERS, WORK FOR VACATION.

The Canadian Mutual Aid Association
(AssEssMUNT sYsTEM>.

POPULAR AND COMMON SENSE SYSTEX OF LIFE INSURANCE.
Large Reserve Fund as guarantee. Return if profits to members every ten years. For particulars address the hread office,

No. 10 King Street East, Toronto. Agents wanteed. W. P. PAGE, Manager.
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EN TRA NCE EXA MINA TIONS
tIo

ligh Shool8 and Collegiate Inititutes.

The next Entrance Examination to High Schools and
Collegiate Instituteswill be held on Deceiber i8ih, 19th,
and 20th.

Examination papers will be st in Literature on pas-
sages from the folioa ing lessons in the authorized Fourth
Reader:-

DECEMBER, 1889.
i. Clouds, Rains and Rivers............pp. 54- 59
2. The Death of thc Flowerc........... 67- 68
3. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton........... 98
4. Resignation........................... " 5-106
5. Lead, Kindly Light.................. 145
6. Dora.......... .................... 137-142
7. The Heroes of the Long Sault........ " 55-16i
8. Lochinvar.......................... " 69-170
9 A Christmas Carol.................. 207-21

ro. The Heritage..................... 212-213
ir. Song of the River................... 221
rz. Landing of the Pilg ims............. 229-230
13. Edinbur.h after Flodden............ 277-281
14. National Morality.................. 295-297
îS. The Forsaken Merman......... .... I 298-302

JULY, 1890.

i. The Vision of Mitza-First Reading ... pp. 63- 66
2. 6 Il . Second Reading. I 68- 7
3. To Mary in Heaven .................. 97- 98
4. Flow Gent Iy. Sweî Afton ....... 98
5. The Belt of Atri........................ 111-114
6. Ring Out, Wiid Belis................ 121-122
7. Lead Kindly Light.. ý.. ............ ..... 145
8. The Heraes of the Long Saul....... Il155-161
9. Lochinvar....................... I169-170

Io. AChrmas Caroa........ .......... 2)7-211
i. TeHeritage......................212-213
12. Song ofthe River.. ................ " 221
13. The Ocean ...................... " 247-249
14. The Song of the Shirt ............. 263-266
35. The Demon of he De.p............ 266-271
6. Edinburgh alter Flodden ............ 277-281

17. Canada and the United S.a.es......... " 289-291
iS. The Forsaken Merman..... .... .. " 298-302

At each exaination candidately hould be ab.e 4
quote any part of the selecîjons especialy prescribed for
memorization. as wema as passages of spec.a. beauy fron
the prtscrib.d literature seiec ions.. They wii be ex.
pectt d to have memorized ait of the foiiowing seleclions :
i. The Short Extra . ..........(L given on page 8.)
2. Sn Fnd a Way or ake Il......... pp 22
3. The Bels a Shando................ . 4- 52
4. To Mary i theavei ............... 97- 98
5. Ring ont, oild hel ............. 121-122
6. LallyClare....................." 128- 130

-. Led KindI3 Light............... .... 145
8. Befc>re Sedan .................... I g
9. The Threî Fishers..................... 220

Ici RidingTi gether,..................". 231-:232
1. Edinburgh after Flodden........... " 277-281
12. The Forsaken Merman.............. . 297-302

DRAW NG.-Drawirg Book No. 5, i the Drawin
Course for Public Schols. Pupils may pr sent thrm
school work ini Drawirn, in any blank exercise book. eo
long as il cavera the prescribed course, and n discrimin-
ation wil be made in favor ai work contained in the
authozized drawing book.

AGRICULTURE AND TEMI.ERANC. - Papers wil b2
set in these as optional bonus subjecs. A candidate
may choose which of them lie m ii) laite, but il is nul
co ulsory o take eithe, and he cannot ake boh.
Marks not exceeding 75 may be added for the subject
chsen. (Reg. 38>.

TIME TABLE 0F THE EXAMINATION,
DECEMBER, 1889.

FIRST DAY.

8.0 to I aean....................... Grat9mar.
1. 15 ar. 0t 12.30 p. m................* *Geography.
2. 00 t 3.30 P.M..................... History.

SECOND DAY.

g.oo ta 11.00 ah..................... Arihmeic.
11.05 to 12.15 p.m ....... ............. Drawing.
z. 13 tO 3. 15 P.m.--.................composition.
3.25 tO 4.00 PMe..................... Dctation.

THIRD DAY.

9.D G t .11 a win .................. Literature.
11. 10to 11.40 a.m ...................... Writing.
130 to 3.00 pran ........ Temperance and Hygiene, or

Agriculture,

Reading ta be taken on the above days at such hours
as may suit the convenience of the examiners.

ALEX. MARLING,
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, Secretary.

ToRo Ro, Augu>t, 1889.

j..- .

WOMAN'S

Medical College,
TORONTO, - ONTARIO.

ln affiliation with the University, ol
Trinity College.

For full information regarding graduation, prizes, lees,
etc., and for copies of the annual announcement, apply
tu D. J. GIse WISHART, Sec.

30 Carlton Street Toront o.

7Lt~JŽTINIETVL

SELBY & CO.
32J Church Street, - Toronto,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Kindergarten Goods.,
AGENrs IN CANADA F.R TIIE

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY,
The Celebrated United States Makers of

KINDBRGMRTBN MiIMTBRIMLS

Estimates given for the complete furnishing of Kinder
gartens. Corresponde ce invi:ed.

ELOCUTIO N.
MISS JESSIE ALEXA]DER, B.E,

TEACHER AND PUBLIC READER,
May be Engaged f rCmCcERTs. etc. 6o Brunswick Ave.. Toronto.

A-00-
BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.

Dealers in the books required tsy TE ACHERS :-The Text Books required or TRAINING INSTI 1 UTES, COLLEGES
and HIG H aCHO3LS, and for PUBLIC snd PRIVATE SCHOjLS.

Save time, save worry, ave disappo nment, save money by sending your o ders d irect to u s.
VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The nost accurate aid test series of w.dt maps pub!ished. Drawn and engraved by the e.ninent ge graýher, J. B.%RTHOLOMEW

F.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Str ng Cloth, with Rullers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

REGULAR RILI
NO. sIE 1 ZE.Pc.
i. Rail- ay Map of Ontario, - 43 by 33 inches $3 O0 o 0 Afriça - 67 by 52 inches $4 50
s. Ontario - - 67 by 52 " 4 50 i.Brishislands, t7 by 52 4 50
3 Quebec, - . 67 by 52 4 50 t2. Autealia and New Zealand, 6, by 52 4 50
4. N4w Brunswi k, 67 by S " 4 50 13- Palestine, 67 by 52 4 50
5. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, 67 Dy 5 50 14. Tte Worsd ou Iemisph. ms, 67 by 52 4 50
6. N orth America, - 67 by 52 4 50 15. Ttc Worid ,n Mercator'. Prljecti.n, 67 lY 5- 4 0
7. South America, 67 bY 52 4 50 Z6. United soaes, gr by 52 6 oc
8. Europe, - 67 by 52 4 50 17. 1 te Dominion of Car ada, S. bY 4 ' 6 5o

.. Asa, 67 by 5a - y 4 50

To any Tacher or Board of Trustees subscribinq for THE ESDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $z Sc, we wilI send one or wf
of the ahve mus2s, eacA st $t.oo lesa than the Regular Pr"4e.

This is an opportunIity tat sh.uld flot tie neg ect-d. Supply your school at once with First.Cla.s Misî at wholesale raies.
IorderingicioareorMaplpleaseegivesvoui,-earest- 67pby5s"off4S. Addres5

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

.LTe ad Li e Stock Association,
CIIIEF OFFICE :

Room D, Arca<le, TORONTO, Cinada,

Is the one that gives the bt-st hencits to iis memht rs and payS
the agents well. It is to your miiteret to send forProspectus, Claims Paid, t tr.

Agents required in unrepresented districts. Address,
ILLIA.M TO- S, . - Managing Director.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY !
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 (/), read

as follows:
" Every Sehool should have, at leaut, a Btandard DictonIry and a Gaetteer."

We make Teacbers and Boards of Trustees tle followirg offers:-
Concise InmperiJal, best binding, - - $5.50
Webstei 's Unabridged,fulZ bound, - 11.50
Lippincott's Gazetteer,fu.l boufnd, - - 11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO,
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W. J. GAGE & COMPANY'S
• Special List of Remainders. •

As in Many Cases only One Copy of each Work is in Stock, Orders should be Placed Early.

legular offered
Prits. ai

ATLASES.
Tue Public Schools Atlas of Modern Geography in 3!

maps. Exhiiting clearly the more important physical
features of the countries delineated, and noting ail the
chief places of historical, commercial or social interest.
Edited by the Rev. George Butler...... ....... $t on $ 30Routledge's Atlas Containing i6 colored maps ........ 20 ,a

The Colonial and Indian Atlas of the British Empire.
Showing the possessions throughout the world of the
British P ole .......... ........................... 75 30The National School Board Atlas. Consisting Of 24
ma , constructed and engraved by J. Bartholomew,

. . . .............................. 35 15
Tie Students Atlas of *Histo ical Geograpy. Sixteen

maps and descriptive letterpres. By William Collier,
LL.D. W ith index ................................ r o 50

Routledge's Modem Atlas. Containing 32 co!ored maps 35 15
Map of Manitoba. From the officiai surveys; cloth.. .. 50 20

ALGEBRA.
Algebra, Part Il. By E. J. Gross, Fellow of Gonville

and Caius College, Cambridge, and Secretary to the
Oxford and Cambridge Schools' Examination Board.
Third edition ; 8vo .............................. 3 on 1 50

Uensman's Rudimentary Algebra. Designed for the use
c Canadien Schools ....... ................... 25 os
oudon's A lebra for Beginters. Cloth............. 40 25

tOudon's Elements of Algebra. For the use of schools
sud colleges advanced ............................ 75 50
an' Elements of Algebra. Designed for the ise

fCanadian Grammar and Common Schools ......... 50 20

BOTANY.
Balfour's First Book of Botany. Being an introductionto.ise study of the anatomy and physiology of plants,

suited for beginners............................... 3 20

C EMISTRY.
Kane's Elements of Chemistry. Including the most

recent discoveries and applications of the science to
medicine and pharmacy, and to the arts. An American
edition with additions and corrections by John William
Draper, M. D................... .............. .... 3 on t onHarcourt & Madan's Elementary Exercises in Practical
Chemistry. Volume I.; third edition.... ........... 3 on 1 o

Tilden's Practical Cheuistry. The principles of qualita-
tive analysis. Soiled ......................... 50 15

Qualitative Chemical Analysis and Labratory Practice.
By Thorpe & Pattison. Second edition; text books of
science se ies.......... ............................ 1 25 50

DICTIONARIES.
Beeton's Bible Dictionary. A cyclopedia of the truths

and narratiies cf the Holy Scriptures............. 35 20
Beeton's Classical Dictionary. A cyclopedia of Greek

and Roman b'ography, geography, mythology and
Bantiquities. Withappendixes ...................... 35 20

eetois M edical Dctionary and Guide for Emergencies.
Defining in the plainest language the symptomsand
treatment of ail accidents, illnesses and diseses. 35 20

Stormonth's Handy School Dictionary. Pronouncing
and explanaory, with lista of prefixes and postfixes,
rules for spelling correctly, common quotations from
the Latin sud French, etc.......................... 30 20

DRAWING.
Cassel's Model Drawing. By E. A. Davidson ; con-

taining the elementary principles of drawing from
so id forms, the method of shading, and patterns for
mtaking drawing objects in cardboard. Fourth edition., on 50

ENGLISE COIRPOSITION.
Progressive Exercises in English Composition. By Par-

ker and Hamilton. Revised and enlarged............t on 40
Ftrst Lessons in Composition. la which the principles

Of the art are developed in connection with the princi-
ples of ramma, wit.. copious exercises. By G. B.
Quacken , LL.D.............. ................. 1 00 40

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Manual of English Literature-Historical and Critical.

With an appendix of English metres. By Thoma
Arnold, M.A, University College, Oxford. Fifth
edition, revised .................................... 2 5- r 75

An' Handbook of English Literature ............ 1 25 50

GREEK.
Curtins' Smaller Greek Grammar. Abridged from the

l5rer one. Fourthedition- ........................ on 50
OidiGreca-Part Il. A irst Greek reading book. By
Dr. William Smith. Fifth edition ..... ............- on s0
elophon's Ageilaus. With asttax rules sud refereaces.
Notes and indices by R. W. TayleeMA......•...... 90 es

Offered

FRENCI.
Contanseans' Guide to French Translation. Being a

selection of instructive and entertaining pieces, with
notes to assist in the translation and to exsi ,it a coin-
parison of French and English Idioms. Sixteenth
edition ................................. .......... $. oo so

De Fira's Classic French Reader for Advanced Students,
or, Beauties of the French Writ rs, Ancient and Mod.
ern. With a vocabulary, French and Englsh........I 50 50

De Fira's Elementary Fre ch Grammar. With numer-
ous exercises and examples illustrative of every rule,
to which is added a French Reader, with a French-
English vocabulary ........................... .... 60 30

De Fira's New Grammar of French Grammars. Coin-
prising the substance of ail the most approved French
grammars ex ant, with numerous ex rcises and exan-
pies; American edition .. ... ............... .. 75 35

Havet's First French Book, or Practical Lessons for Be-
genners. With lessons hn pronuncat0on ...... 0...... S 0

Olendorf's New Method of Learning to ed, Write
and Speak the French Lan.uage. With an appendix.
By J. L. Jewett....................................s no r oo

Odîendorff's New Method of Learning to Read, Write
and Speak the French Language. With the lessons
divided into sections for daily tasis. By V. Value ... 2 on r oO

Ottos French Conversation Grammar. Revised by Fer-
dinand Bocher, with full vocabularies by L. Pylodet.
Third American edition ............................ 2 oo j o,

Fasquelle's Introductory French Course ............. 60 25
Souvestre's un Philosophe, Sous les Toits. New Ame-ri

can edition, with a table of difficulties................ 6o 25
Turrell's Lecons Francaises de Litterature et de Morale

et Prose et en Vers. New edition, revised, corrected
and greatly extended................. .............. 70 25

GEOGRAPHY.
Macmillan's Primer. By George Goode, F.R.G.S., with

maps and diagrans ............................... 35 20

GRAMMAR (ENGLissH).
Abbott's How to Tell the Parts of Speech. An introduc-

tion to English Grammar. revised and enlarged.
Sixteenth thousand........ ........................ 70 35

Elementary Lessns in Engiish- i art IL The parts of
setch and how to use them. By Mr. N. L. Knox-

eath ........................... .. .............. i oo 50
Lennie's Principles of English Grammar. With copions

exercises in parsing and syntax...................... 15 05
English Grammar for the Use of Junior Classes. By H.

W. Davis. Canadien National School Series......... I5 so
An Analytical and Practical Grammar of the English

Languae., With an appendix on prosody, punctua-
tion.etr. Canadian National School Series..........25 10

Dr. William Smith's School Manuel of English Gram.
Mar. With cooious exercises. Fourth edition ....... 50 20

Smith's (Lucy Toulmin) Manuel of English Gammmar
and Language for Self-help.......................... 20

NISCELLANEOUS.
Beeton's Dictionary of Commerce. A book of reference

containing an account of the natural productions anj
manufactures dealt with in the commercial world
explanations of the modes of t ansacting business, and
a description of the principal ports and markets of
both hemispheres ............................ ...... 35 20

B eton'a Modem Men and Women, or British Biography
frot the Accession of George III. to present time 35 20

Bohn's Library of Standard Works-
Goethe's Faust. Translated by Anna Swanwîck.

Part I ............. ...... ................ 35 15
Dante's Inferno. Trnalsated by tise tli Rev. Henry

Francis Cary, M À............................ 35 Il
Goetis Reineke Fox. Translatd l Hexarmeters

from the Germn Of L. W. Goetshe, with an introduc-
tion by Alexander Rges .............. .......... 35 1

Goethe's fleyhood-y 4 rtey6. Bin« th irs as ,
G oet o dingPart o Goetlss Aut wrephy.
Tranlted by John Oxenford..................... 35 25

Comedies of Plautus. The Trinummus Menechmi,
Aulularia and Captivi. Literally translated into
English prose, with auguments and notes. By
Heury Thomas Riley, B.A ...................... 35 1

Schiller s Dramas. Mary Stuart, translatek by J.
Mellish. The Maid of Orleans, translated by Anna
Swanwick. Inonevolume.................... 35 15

Select Pisys of Moliere. Containing The Miser. Tar-
tuffe, and The Shopkeeper turned Gentleraa.
Translated into English prose by Chas. Heron Wall.

The Vicar of Wakefield. By Ol ver Goldsmith. Edi-
tedbyJ.W.Gibbs..... .................... 35 5

Waterloo Days. The narrative of su En man
resident at Brussels in June, î8rt y A.
Eaton. New edition, with an induc d ap
pixJ b dard Bell, M.A..................... 3 5 3 5
T aifle oasa. Bessey. By- the lat Sir Arthur
Helpa, ICC. . Seventh edition, illustrated ......

legular Offered
Pri. at

Bohn's Select Library. Cloth-
Moliere. Complete as above ..................... $0 50 $0 30
Faust. Part I. Complete as above ................ o so o 30
Reineke Fox. Comp.ere as above............... O 50 30Life of Thomas Brassey. Complete as above ....... o 5o O 30
The Queen's English. By Dean Alford. A Manual

ofdiomand Usage. =eventh edition ......... O 50 30
Dialogues of Plato. Containing the Apology of Soc-

rates, Crito, Phedo, Protagoras. Translattd, wi h
introductions, by Henry Cary, M.A............o 5 o 30Carlyle's Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches.

Withl elucidations. Three volumes, strongly bound in
cloth. Each ............ ......................... O 30 o 5

Carlyle's Past and Presei t.................... ... o 30 o 25
Carlyle's lleroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in

History. six lectures reported, with emendations
and additions................ ............. 0 30 O 15

Conklin's Handy Manual of Useful information. Con-
taining a milion facts. A universal hand-book for
ready reference........... ................. o 25 o 1o

Notes on the Early Training of Children. By Mrs.
Frank Malleson. Third eaition.................... o 35 O 1s

The Domestic World. A practical guide in ail the
daily difficulties of the higher branches of domestic
and social economy. By the author of " Enquire
Within upon Everything. Revised edition ...-..... O 50 O 30Allan Quartermain. An account of his fm ther adventures
and discoveries in company with Sir Henry Curtis
»art, Commander John Guod, R.N., and one Um
slo ogas&. By H. Rider Haggard ....... ....... 30 0 15The biusantes. A sequel to The Casting Away of Mrs.
Lecks and Mrs. Aleshine. By Frank P. .Stockton... 0 35 o 15Madame Delphine. Carancio and Grande Pointe. By
George Cable. Author's edition.............. 0 35 O 5

Indian Summer. By William D. Howells. Auther's
edition. Two volumes ............ ........... o 3 O 5

Manners and Rules of Good Society, or Soleci-ms to be
Avoided. By a Member of the Ar stocracy. Four-
teeath edition. Enre .written, with additions.. O 90 0 50

Don't. Directions aa is tin conduct
and oeî. ers in speech y enor.......... 0 so to

Why Smoke and Drink. Ny James Parton ........... o20 O to

Plays for Home Performance. By John Maddison
Morton, author of Box and Cox, etc ............ oo 0 30

Readings for Winter Gatherings, Temperane and
Mothers' Meetings. Edited by Rev. James Fleming,
B.D.................................... 050 0 30

Grammar-Land, or Grammar in Fun for tihe Children.
By M. L. N. Illustrated ................... O 50 O 30

R g's Thesaurus of English Words and Phr se«.
C.assi6ed and arranged so as to facilitate the expres-
sion of ideas and assist in literary composition. By
Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S. New edition,
enlargedand improved. ...................... 2 00 50

Bits about Ameica. By John Strathesk. Cloth, illus-
trated ................................... 50 030

The Purple Land that England Lost. Trave's and
adventures in the Banda Oriental, South America.
By W. H..Hudsqn. One volume .................. 1 50 o 90

Forty-Seven Identifications of the British Nation with
the Lost House of IsraeL Founded on five bu dred
Scripturearoofs. By Edward Hine ............. O 20 O 10

Cucumber thronicles. A book tu he taken in slices.
By J. Ashby-Ster.y. Cloth, illustrated ...... ...... i 50 O 75

Homes of Old English Writers. By the Rev. S. W.
Christophers .......... ................... 25 0 75Rambles in Sweden. A series of letters from Sweden to
a newspaper in America, by Sidney W. Cooper, United
States Consul at Gothenburg .......... ........ o 50 O 25Wom.n Muet Weep. By Prof. F. Harald Williams.
Cloth ................................... 0 35 0 15

The Imperial Parliament Series. Edited by S5dney '
Buxton M.P ....................... ..... O 35 O 20

Imperial Federation. By the Marguis of Lor e .... O 35 O
Disestablishment. By Henry Ricnard, M.P., and.

Carvell Williams, M.P. ...... ......... .... O 35 O 0
Leasehold Enfranchisessent. By Henry Boadhun ,

M.P., and Robert T. Reid. M.P................. o35 0 20
Dothu3nd S A'"!r, of lettera contri-

ted te th ,'ith the pindK ay
editorial p Edit , w th notes ad comments,
byR. M.seobald .. .............................. ogo 0 25

The Person lity and History of Satan. By Robert
Brown. Cloth ............................... .... 1 75 0 75

Hallam's Constitutibnal History of England. From the
accession of Henry VI. to the death of George Il.,
with adde.dum-the Essay of Lord Macaulay on
Hallam's Constitutional History of England ... .... O 75 0 5

A Martyr to Mammon. By L. Baldwin ...... ...... .. O 75 0 35
Life of the Emperor Frederick III. and the Crown

Prince. By Joseph Lawton, with illustrations ...... o go o So
The Fisheries Dispute and Annexation of Canada.

With large map. By J. H. DeRicci................ t 50 o 75
English Misrule in Ireland--.r7 to x881. By Arthui

J. Dadson ........................................ 0 35 osa
Home Rule and the Irish Question. By the Right

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P..................... o so l e5

ANY OF THE ABOVE BOOKS SENT POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF THE REDUCED PRICE.

W J. GAGE & CO., Publishers, 54 Front Street West, TORONTO.
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lg LESSOJS i# .

Modern. Practical.
Thorough. Methodical.

A New Book, by a Praetieai Teacher, for use
lu Composition Classes in the Publie

and High Sehools of Canada.

This book contains ioo lessons, each lesson consisting
of four exercises, and each exercise being composed on
the average of eight questions or examples. There are
thus within its covers about 3,20o questions for class
work. The exercises are properly graded for use in the
Public Schools and in the junior forma oî the High
Schools.

OIE HUNDRED LESSONS IN COMPOSITION

Is having a rapid sale in both Canada and the United
States. In many schools the book bas been adopted as
a text, and the testimony of such schools is that it is
unsurpassed as a time-saver, rendering unnecessary anypreparation of exercises by the teacher or any dictation
of work to the class.

For Variety, intepest, Practicality and Method the
book as unsurpassed. Its author, W. H. H&STON, M.A.,
Principal of Woodstock College (lately First English
Master Toronto Collegiate Institute), and editor of the
English Column of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, is
widely known as a teacher of experience.

PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS.
Send your order to the publishers and receive the

book, post-paid, by return mail. Address,

Gip Printing and Publishing Co., Publishers,
28 FRONT STREET WEST. TOROlNTO.

SCHOOL BOOKS.

ithorizea by Dla'lmolent of Idicatioi.
The0 High School Algebra.

By W. J. Robertson, B.A., LL.D., and I. J. Birchard
M.A., Ph.D. 12mo, cloth, 338 pages. Price, 75c.

High School Aj8ebra, Part IL.
Just issued. i2mo, cloth. Price, $1.25.

ManUal Of Hygene.
12mo, cloth. Price, 50c.

braWing, Perspeetive and Geonietrioal.
By Thos. H. McGuire, B.A. r2mo, cloth, 135 pages,

Price, 40c.

lripture Reading.
For use in the Public and Hih Schools of Ontario.

Revised edition. 12mo, cloth, 434 pages. Price, 75c.;
Roan, $1.25.

,tECOMMENDED BY DEPARTMENT OF EOUCATION.

An Outline Study of Man:
Or the Body and Mind in our System. By Mark

Hopkins, D. D., LL. D. 12mo, cloth, 308 pages. Price,
$T25.

WILLIAM BRIGGS
TORONTO.

'PRACTICAL
- PROBLEMS"

A.RT~E1M EJTIOC-

FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES.

BY JAMEs WHITE, PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER,
EDMONTON, • ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contains nearly 700Practical Problems in Arithmetic for the three lowest forms, andwill supply the teacher with questions at once interesting anduseful.The p oblems are properly graded for the separate classes,and answers are given in the appendix.

Board and Linon Covers-Price, post-paid, Only 25 ets.

Grip Printing and Publishing Company,

28 Front Street West. . Toronto.

BUSINESS TRAINING.

Day's Business College
WESLEY DUILDINOS, 32 yEMPERANCE ST.

For terms address JAS. E. DAY, Accountant.

"PIJBLIC SCHOOL
TEMPERANCE."

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the public schools. · It is
placed onte programmé of studi tiduder the new regu-ations, and is authorized by the Minister. It will be
used in three forms. The object of the book is to impart
to our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the danger and the needlessness of its use.

The author of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and this book, though somewhat less
bulky, being printed in smaller type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly rearranged
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of
our public school work. It is, however, but half the
price of the English edition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientific manner,
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better au-
thority on this subject, using the researches of a lifetime
in setting forth the facts of which the book discourses.
At the same time the style is exceedingly simple ; the
lessons are short and accompanied by appropriate ques
tions, and the language is adapted to the comprehension
of all who may be required to use the book. Price 25
cents, at all bookstores.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

Tke Canadia Office amd Sohoul Foriutre Ce., Limlid,
Successors to W. STAHLSCHMIDT & Co.

Manufacturera of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PAIENTED JANUARY I4TH, I886.

The School Desks of-this Company cannot be excelled for Strength,
Beauty of Design, Adaptability and Comfort to the Scholar.

Sen for Circulars.
24 Front St. West, Toronto.. Factories at Preston, Ont.

E n p COMPENDIUML----oI----ELLIOTT'PENMANSHIP
Should be in the hands of every Teacher who bas anv desire to
improve in penmanship, or who wishes ta teach the subject in a
better manner. It is just the inspiration that every teacher should
have in this line. AU copies are fresh from the pen of a professional
penman. It is admirably adapted to the selt-learner. It consista
ofexercses, copies, combinatons, signatures, capitals, card-writing,
flourishing, etc., with instructions.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.
Teachers who have secured a copy are enthusiastic in its praise.

Itwillïay you to leairn t rite wel. No engraved copies-aIl
direct ion the Pen. Circulais free. Address

W. J. ELLIOTT, Stratford, Ont.

Catalogues of the Central Business College, Stratford, mailed
free ta ail applicants. Address W. H. SHAw, Principal.

Special Offers.
We will send The Educational Journal three months

and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$I.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal four months
and Williams' Composition and Practical English,
postpaid, for $i.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Williams' Composition and Practical English, post-
paid, for $2.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $9.5o.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
the Concise Imperial Dictionary (best binding), for
$5.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $ii.5o.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Lippincott's Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $i i.50.

ADDRESS--

The Educational Journal,

4PERFECTION

F B
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The above cut shows the design cf the Perfection Buttonleus

Football as it is registered in Great Britain, and represents to the
fullest degree perfection in shape, perfection in workmanship, per-fection in the material used in Its manufacture, and perfection
in finish.

Mr. John McDowall, Secretary to the Scottish Football Associa-
tion, says - Have usod the Perfection Football in the final cup tic,Dumbarton vs. Hibernians, and international match, Scotland vs.
Ireland, and find it embodies all that its name denotes, simply
"Perfection."'

PRICES FOR FOOTBALLS COMPLETE.
Siges-No. 1, No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. 5.

20oin. '22in. 24 in- 26 n.I'L.Perfection bulttonless, prices..$î 50 $1 60 $1 75 2 si 3 o0
Perfectio Chzo. lm waterproof, ouly one

sduamade,............................-.... 350
Qu«ou' Park, tha weli-k»Owu favorte .......... 0ubbers, separate; Mackin,

tosh's bÏ ........... $o 60$ o $ó 80 o go $e oCovers, separate, buttonless... O 95 1 oo 10a s .o a 15
but. end. . 85 o 95 zo 40 8Queons Park 2 i5 Chrome Button a

Inflators, Brass Piston, The Little.Wonder, 6octs. ; large site, $ 50Rubber Cement, 3cc. box.
"Football, and how ta Play it." S cts.

The above covers are all the celebrated McKechnie make, madeof hand wrought leather ofthe very best (specially prepared) qalitY,
and filled with Mclntosh'risEsD.r rubbers of-best quality, STAuMrsD.Beware of those who retend ta control the trade in buttonlesas hallS.We would especial? direct attention to the new Inflator, "TheLittle Wonder, Nuaclubshould he without one at this price.

Any article i above list mailed FraE to any address in DominiOli
of Canada or United States ON RECRIPT OP PItICL With each co'
plie BeIl we -send frec a copy of " Football, and how to Play itaacesrully," by a Kicker. Secd money by P.O. order or rstcird
Ca We A sn tee the best value for the money to be il

i LUMSDEN & WILSON,
Importers Fcotball Goods, etc., SEAFORTH, ONT-
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